
















For Jasper Baydala,
Waves, and Teeth





   A boy is in the parlor 
   what the pit is to the playhouse; 
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Foreword Unlike many novels, none of 
the characters or incidents in 
this book is imaginary. The 
writer has attempted to write 
an absolutely true book to see 
whether the pattern of two 
weeks action, if truly present-
ed, competes with a work of the 
imagination. What follows 
is an account of my experi-
ence in Cuba.
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My grandparents paid for our extended family to spend 
Christmas in Cuba last year. They checked us into the 
Paradisus, a five-star all inclusive resort on the northern 
tip of the island.

2

I arrived in Cuba a day before my family.

“Votre billet, s’il-vous-plaît, amigo!’’ The hotel ambassa-
dor stood at the bus door with a clipboard and a suit. 
I handed him my voucher and he scribbled on it with his 
pen. My whole airplane and I filled the bus. Lots of cam-
eras going off all over the place. The bus had television 
sets on the back of every headrest plus big televisions 
hanging down from the roof, music videos - If U Seek 
Amy. 
I tried looking out the window but the blinds were drawn 
against the heat and I had a seat in the aisle. Between the 
airport and the resort were only more resorts. Hunks of 
concrete in the shrub, big glistening structures without 
tops. That’s all I managed to see through the front window.
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“Bienvenu à Cuba! Maintenant je vais vous parler des dif-
férentes activités offertes pour votre plaisir pendant votre 
séjour de Noël parmi nous à Cuba cette année!”
The voice came out a mesh saucer on the roof, it spoke 
in French because we’d come in from Quebec. The voice 
went on: 
“À chaque second jour, nous offrirons des cours de dan-
se Cubaine sur la plage! Rendez-vous à 17h! Vous danserez 
comme des pros!’’

“HA-HA-HA.”
The man behind me laughed - everything that came over 
the intercom was the funniest thing in the world to him. I 
felt his laugh on my neck, I felt it move the hairs around 
on the back of my neck.
“HA-HA-HA.”
I needed a look at him. I pretended to stretch my neck, I 
looked left and I looked right and when I looked right I 
really craned my eyes and saw him. Just an old redhead 
in a hawaiian shirt, mouth hanging open with bucked 
teeth like Pinocchio’s buddy Lampwick - the one who 
turns into a donkey.

 It didn’t feel much like a foreign country. I guess vaca-
tions are grown-up things. Grown-ups work hard all year 
and on Christmas they just want a vacation on a beach in 
some tropical place.
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We got to the Paradisus. They’d built it right on the tip of a
long narrow peninsula - you could see the ocean twice 
from the road. We took a left and rode down a long wind-
ing driveway through high green jungle. First thing we 
saw was the entrance gate and surrounding wall. The 
whole place had a high cement wall around it, to keep 
it safe. The wall was flat gray, new coat of paint. A shiny 
metal post bore that name, Paradisus. We waited under the 
post as a little black man in a black uniform struggled to 
get the big metal gate open.
They’d painted the main complex clean white with black 
bar trim, I couldn’t exactly see it from the bus. Every-
one freaking out and taking pictures like nuts. It’d been a 
long ride, first the airplane then the bus.
“Bienvenu au Paradisus!
Attention de ne pas tomber, vous ne voudriez pas vous 
casser la jambre la première journée!”
“HA-HA-HA.”
The laughter followed the voice. As I stepped down from 
the bus a brown man in a vanilla suit handed me a cup of 
champagne and grinned, it wasn’t even noon.

 We stood in line for our luggage. 

 Wide cement beams supporting low roofs, hero mu-
rals poked with skylights. No windows anywhere, instead 
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of glass were long green curtains that sucked and drew. 
We walked the floor through a corridor that was long. Big 
statues of naked men in pools full of bright orange fish, 
the little fish doing laps or else swimming circles or else 
just floating.
We drank the champagne. 
Superstars, we couldn’t help but walk that way. Flowers in 
vases on solid surfaces, flowers with thick rod stems and 
dark purple forks and needle leaves.

“Click!”

 I had on heavy pants and heavy socks and a big heavy 
felt coat. I was too hot. My busload and I strutting along 
together, I tried to break ahead and get a lead but it was 
no use because everyone wanted a lead, we were kings.

“Votre nom de famille s’il-vous-plaît monsieur?”
“Sorry?”
“Last name please, Sir,” the desk clerk asked.
I gave it to her.
She had a lot of people to process so she did me quick and 
slid a keycard across the counter. She wore the official 
costume, a gray suit jacket and yellow silk pants and eyes.

 First came the lobby bar, a sign hanging above it read: 
Lobby Bar

A horseshoe with a glowing brown square of booze in the 
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middle. Already a few men were seated and drinking. You 
could tell by the scratches and scuffs on the floor that the 
place had seen big nights.
The lounge began from there and stretched maybe a 
hundred feet to the back wall, low brown leather couches 
scattered around cheese. Sturdy tabletops and black por-
celain ashtrays. Cigar fumes. 

 The swimming pools began down a steep staircase to 
which there was no door. A bunch of swimming pools 
stretching out like blobs of ink on folded paper. Tall 
palms planted in straight lines crossing gardens carefully 
planned. Scored stone pathways. Deck chairs hung level. 
Patterns of sky-like blue and leaf-like green. My busload 
must’ve been one of the first busloads to arrive on the 
Christmas shift.

 “Skit skit.”
My shoes skitted across the square sandstone pool deck. I 
went up to the beach to see about the waves. 
Hundreds of gray plastic beach chairs in rows on the 
beach - only some occupied yet. They’d shaped the beach 
the classic beach shape, an unnaturally straight line sepa-
rating the sand from the grass.
I watched the waves from a grassy mound between the 
pools and the chairs. Scattered waves that crashed early 
and came in as loose foam.
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I got my door open with the keycard and slotted the card 
into the light switch. A metal parrot staring down at me 
from its screws above the bed. The walls were a soothing 
pink and the rest of everything was soothing too. 
I kicked off my shoes and lay down on the bed under the 
parrot. A flat-screen television showing me my reflection.

5

I spent that first day just sort of floating around the emp-
ty resort like a goldfish, don’t know what the other guests 
were doing, playing checkers maybe. It was a killer, and 
it was humid too. 
For lunch I went to the Lobby Bar and ordered a grilled 
cheese sandwich with fries and mayonnaise. A perfect 
sandwich.
“To drink?” The bartender cocked his head.
“Mmm…” I shrugged.
He brought me an ice cold beer.
I drank the ice cold beer and let the sunrays get all over 
my face. I put my empty cup down on the bar and when 
I picked it up again it was full.
“?”
I lowered an eye at the bartender. 
He smirked.
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At midnight I found myself sitting at the bar.

“Jasper? Is that you?” I turned, “It is you, look at that!”
It was Stacey Coachman. Strange Stacey and I were at the 
same resort, but maybe not that strange. 
It’s a small world. 
Stacey ran a summer camp I went to when I was a kid. 
Her kid used to be one of my good friends - Jeb - so we 
chatted about Jeb.
“Yeah, Jeb’s been getting in some trouble with the cops…”
“?”
Stacey’d overdressed - bulky necklaces and chunky brace-
lets that shone like crazy, strings of sausage. The tiniest 
red tube-top with a plume of volcanic ash erupting from 
the top. Leather skirt. Pink cake on her lips, pink paint 
above her eyes - they blinked and cracked the cake.
“Well...the other night the cops broke up a party, you know, 
Jeb was the only one they arrested.”
I use to think about Stacey when I was young. She’d 
looked good when I was young, her squished up little 
face and wide features. She had the same haircut she’d 
had back then, a yellow mushroom. She’d gained a lot of 
weight though.
“Was he rude?” I asked.
“Oh, no. You know, I don’t think so.”
When I’d known Jeb he was a little troublemaker, always 
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stepping out of line. He’d definitely given those cops 
some lip. 
Stacey looked good to me. We drank a bunch of drinks at 
the bar together. I’d really grown up, she said. 
The bar had a good crowd around it now, I felt young.
“Where’s Willy?” I asked. Willy’s Stacey’s husband, he’d 
always been around at the summer camp.
“Oh, he isn’t here, I’m here with my mother,” she pulled 
out a pack of cigarettes and lit one, “you smoke?”
I took a cigarette from her, she lit it in my mouth.
“Thanks,” I smoked the cigarette.
“Did you just get here?”
“This morning,” I said.
“Oh! me too!” she smoked, “are you here for the week?”
“Two weeks...” I smoked.
“Me too!”

7

I took a walk down to the beach to see about the waves. It
wasn’t easy to find the path, I tripped over a bunch of 
boulders in the dark. 
The moon came on and went off, I stopped and waited 
for the moon to come on again. The moonlight tangled 
in the surf break, sparkles jumping like beans. The long 
waves coming in and flipping their water onto the beach.

 “Hello, my friend!” The voice came out of the dark. A 
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thin little black man dancing out from the blackness. I 
saw his teeth first.
“My friend! You like?” I watched his lips. He wore the offi-
cial tight red shirt with Paradisus written across the chest 
in bold. I read the nametag…Carajo.
“My friend! You like drink?” He asked. 
We stood. 
Who knows how he’d found me in the dark, guess he’d 
followed me down. He’d followed me down.
“Drink friend?”
“Okay, a beer.”
I didn’t really want one but I didn’t really want to hang 
out with Carajo that much either. He glared at me and 
showed his teeth, he turned off.

It felt good to be alone again with the waves.
I watched the waves roll in slow and flat before growing 
and splashing onto the clean sand. They’d combed the 
sand with a tractor, long rake lines. I saw the stars and 
also the moon and liked the stars the most, I even recog-
nized a few constellations.
When Carajo showed up with the beer he found me lying 
on my back with a hill of sand for a pillow.
“Friend! Friend! Beer!”
He came down below me, his black sandaled feet stop-
ping at the bottom of my head. I looked upside down at 
his black toes.
“This beer, friend.”
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He bent down and planted the plastic cup into the sand 
by my palm.
“Okay friend? I Carajo!”
He turned off into the dark—I watched him do it upside 
down from my bed, when I could see him no more I took 
the cup and poured the beer all over my face.

8

I slept in late - I’d had such a big day, nothing could have 
got me out of bed before noon. I hid under the sheets 
and thought about Cuba, about things I’d learned in high 
school. I liked the palm trees and stuff. 

 I lay there in my huge square bed. A very comfort-
able bed, maybe the most comfortable bed I’d ever slept 
in. Flower print sheets and towels folded to look like a 
swans, the necks broken from my sleeping. A bamboo 
frame from which hung a lace mosquito net, nobody 
likes mosquitoes. A/C humming. The television caught 
a bit of light from the window and tossed it against the 
wall. 
My toes made little mountains of the flowers at the foot 
of the bed,  I wiggled my toes and the mountains shook 
like volcanoes. 
Half way across the room they’d made a brick housing 
for a sort of chaise aimed at the television - I’d sit in it.
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The metal parrot screwed above my head had eyes fixed 
straight ahead, straight out the window.

9

A real scorcher, I watched the waves and watched the 
clouds. The odd washed ashore whale. I spotted Lamp-
wick from the shuttle drinking beer and reading a best-
seller under a humongous rubber umbrella, 
“HA-HA-HA.”
Same red bathing suit and now his face matched, red 
chest.  Look at those buckteeth - they’d gotten longer. Big 
hairy nipples. 

My feet were bare, the sun tried to burn them so I went 
down to the sea and waded in up to my knees and it felt 
so good. 
I waded out and put my shirt on a chair. The sun hit my 
back and I throbbed, I turned my face to it. I turned my 
face to the sea and started back towards it. 
It wasn’t as cold for my knees the second time - but a big 
wave came in and touched my belly button,
Whew! 
That was really cold. 
I kept going until I had no choice but to dive. There was 
a big wave coming so I waited, when it came I leaped 
straight in. That’s always a good feeling. 
Bubbles everywhere, blue and salty and good. I stayed 
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down for as long as I could hold my breath. Bubbles flow-
ing against my face and rolling over my forehead and 
through my hair and floating up and popping on the 
mirror. 
I grabbed two big handfuls of sand and I lost a lot of both 
on my way up. The sand slid through my fingers and 
swirled back down in loose yellow clouds. 

 From the sea the resort looked like a big shopping mall. 
Lampwick was just a tiny dot on the beach. I dripped in 
the sea.

 On the horizon a long freight ship slid quickly along 
the waves laden tall with blue and red containers, who 
knows what they contained: a hundred types of shoes, 
cheap cars, sports cars, toy cars, little toys that dance 
when you pull a ribbon, boxes of shrimp, canned tuna, 
candied salmon. 

10

The sea kept hitting me with waves so I waded out. Every-
thing on land was dry and I got dry in about ten minutes. 
The beach bartender - Carajo - had both his hands over 
his head. 
“Friend - remember me? Cerveza?”
I wasn’t anywhere near the bar when he called but I heard 
him alright. 
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“Alright,” I said when I got a bit closer. 
“Where from?” He asked and smiled, I smiled back. We 
nodded. 
He poured the beer into a small floppy plastic cup from 
a big green tap and placed it in my hand. 
“Thank-you.”
He stopped asking me questions so I asked him one.
“What time is it?”
He raised his wristwatch. 
“Eleve’ dos four,” he smiled. 
They all spoke Spanish, which means they didn’t speak 
English too good. It was fine though because that’s the 
language they probably speak at home. I felt bad for not 
knowing the language, but I wasn’t about to learn Span-
ish. There’re better languages to learn, though I couldn’t 
say which one’d be best, maybe English.

“Another?” He pointed at my cup. 
I thought about what he must have thought about me, I 
bet he’d seen a thousand people come and go no differ-
ent than myself.
“Alright,” I said, he filled a new cup and handed it over. 

11

As I walked up I spotted my little brother Lucien coming 
down a path part hidden by a big bush. It’d been about a 
year since I saw him last. 
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A pair of tight bright orange jeans half hidden under a 
flowing tie-dye long-sleeve. Long messy brown hair. He 
had a guitar on his back and all his luggage was loaded 
in his arms as if he was carrying a load of wood or a baby. 
Patchy teen mustache strewn across his upper lip and ev-
erything. 
“Tss, sss, sss... yo,”  he tittered. He titters a lot. 
“Hey,” I said. 
“Tss-ss-ss…” he tittered. I never know what it means when 
he titters, he makes the sound through closed teeth. He 
still had his baby face. You’ve never seen eyes more wide 
and blue, they’ve got little lights behind them.
“Where is everyone?” I asked.
“Oh, aaah... like... Dad’s trying to do something at the front 
desk and Mom’s checking out the spa... ss-ss...”
His feet were shoved into a torn pair old of riding boots 
and I saw his socks sneaking through cracks. The jeans 
had stains and rips in the knees. The elbows were missing 
from the shirt. Still with the baby face—light blue eyes 
wide and lit. 
I took a piece of  luggage from him. “Yeah... sss... got that 
last Christmas. It’s a trumpet,” he shook his head. 
“Can you play?”
“Oh, no. ss-ss-ss... like... it’s super hard... ha.” 
We walked together through the resort and talked about 
the trumpet. He told me you can hit all the notes without 
pushing any of the buttons, the buttons were there only 
for convenience. 
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“Man! It’s so nice here! Like... did you see the bar? They’ve got ev-
erything! ”  He said.
It was true, they had everything. 
“Like... where’s the, where’s the room? Sss-ss-sss.” 
“Are we sharing a room?”
“Yeah, like... Mom said.”
“But there’s only one bed...”
“Yeah, ssss...”

 We dumped his luggage on the bed, he unbuckled the 
trumpet, all dimpled and dented, he’d already got some 
use out of it. The pipes bent and cracked.  He jammed the 
mouth piece into the socket and raised it to his lips,

“sssssBIFLOOOOOOOooo psssssss...”
The note struggled at first but caught finally before fiz-
zling out. If anyone was asleep anywhere they weren’t 
now, that’s for sure.
“Put a sock in it,” I suggested. 
He put the trumpet down beside him and peeled a sock 
off his foot, he squished up the sock and stuffed it into 
the bell. He kept blowing on the trumpet and the sock 
kept falling out. When the sock was in it wasn’t so bad. 
His naked foot wiggling clammy and white. 
“Ha, tss-sst.”  
He put down the trumpet and took up the guitar. He 
played the guitar and sung like a truck sings, he’s not a 
very good singer. 

 “Lets find Mom and Dad,” I said. 
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We found Mom at the buffet eating a hot dog with a side 
of fries. She wore a long black felt cape on her back and 
a pair of fancy leather sandals on her feet. She always has 
the latest. She stood up.
“He-y  Jasper!” 
She dragged out the y. We had a big hug and I patted her 
on the back the way I always do during hugs, it’d been 
a long time. I’m not much of a hugger, but I’ll hug my 
Mom if I haven’t seen her for a long time. 
Lucien pulled out a chair, “Screeeek...” the chair dragged 
across the floor.

“Where’s Dad?” I asked.
“He’s getting some food from the buffet.”

We were seated at a big square table in an enormous hall 
full of big square tables. It’d take about ten minutes to 
walk from one side of the hall to the other, and the buffet 
stretched the full length. All silver and steam. 
“How was your flight?” I asked.
“Oh... pretty uneventful. Oh wait! We got bumped to first class!” 
Mom remembered, “and they gave us real silverware and 
real glasses!” 
“That’s lucky.”
“Yea-h...it was great!” She dragged out the h. Together 
Lucien and her told me the details and all the details 
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were lucky. It was hard to hear them over the classic rock. 
November Rain.

“I’m getting some food,” I pushed in my chair. 

It began with a fish bar: baked cod, boiled trout, shred-
ded tuna... pickled haring. I picked up a plate and walked 
around. On one side they had a selection of battered deep 
fried items, no telling what the items were on account of 
all the batter. I scooped two brown tubes onto my plate 
and applied the sauce. 
On the other side I found the cold cuts and cheese - 
cheeses blue - swiss - cheddar - gouda - brie - I took a slice 
of mozzarella and a slice of marbled capicollo ham. By 
the time I got back to the table my plate weighed a lot, a 
bunch of waiters winking at me about it. I even had a bit 
of smoked salmon and cream cheese and some capers. 

“Did you turn the corner?” Mom asked. She had a little 
wine in her cup now. Everyone in the place had a drink 
on the go. 
“I didn’t know,” I sat down, it was just Mom and I at the 
table, “what’s around the corner?”
Her funny green glasses on smallish green eyes with a 
couple of crowsfeet nearby. Good face though, good bone 
structure in the face. She had her hair cut short and dyed 
blonde in parts. I wondered how she liked the resort.

“How do you like the resort?” She asked. 
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 I had three different sized forks, a little one with three 
teeth, a medium one with five teeth, and a huge one with 
huge teeth. Cup of juice, cup of beer, and an empty cup 
of wine in front of me.

“Clunk.”

 “Jasper!” Dad came to the table. 
We laughed and I stood up. My Dad’s a little muscular 
man, very smart, him and I look a lot alike. We hugged 
and patted each other on the backs, 
“How’s it going?”
We sat down. 
“I’m good,” I replied. 
Who knows what we talked about after that, probably the 
food. 

 On my second plate I made a swiss cheese and salami 
sandwich with lots of mustard and mayonnaise. 

13

I found myself alone at the bar again. It was early so I 
still had a bit of room for my elbows. 
This weird looking guy started waving at me to come 
over to him. Bald shaven fish eyed, probably in his early 
thirties.
“Eh, eh, chappie... cam ova‘ear!” He called. I picked up my 
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beer and moved a couple of seats closer. 
“Wheer ya frum, eh? I’m frum Souf Lundun.”
“Fro” he cut me off, “Anatha?” 
He pointed at my beer with a long finger.
“Sure.”
“Bah Tendah! Oy, Bah Tendah! Dos Cervasa, On Th’ Dabble!” 
He yelled across the room at a little Cuban man who’d 
been chatting with a maid, “yah been ear long den, eh?” 
“Since yesterday,” I replied.
“Fack... I bin ‘ear a bloody week is all... me girl done kick’ me 
adda th’ fackin’ room two day’s go so I bin sleepin’ on 
that sofas all!”  He shook a long finger at a couch in the 
corner. 
“I see.”
“Yach. She’s a fackin’ bloody cunt she is! I jus wanna git 
back to Lundun is all, can’t gedda refund now dough - 
S’ven Gran ech!”
I drank my second beer in two big gulps, 
“Gulp gulp.” 
“Things’ll get better?” I asked.
“Naw - eh. I’m fackin’ through wid dat one ay.” 

He had the English look. The tight black jeans and the 
white polo shirt plus the gold chain around his neck. 
You’ve got to be rich to stay at a place like the Paradisus, 
I wondered what he did for a living. 

“Anatha? ”  He pointed again at my beer and this time I 
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saw his rings - I was too slow responding. 
“Hey. Bah Tendah! Dos.” 
He slammed his fist down on the bar, the bartender was 
standing right in front of us too. 

About five in the afternoon, and I had to meet everyone 
for dinner at six. I stood up after I’d finished the third 
beer. 
“Alright, I’ll see you,” I said.
“Alright den, eh,” he let me go.

14

I took a wrong turn on my way back to the room and got 
cut off by one of those giant swimming pools. I found a 
sort of bridge over it. It wasn’t exactly a bridge, it was a 
row of pillars sticking out of the water, close enough you 
could hop from one to the next. I climbed onto the first 
and made of show of hopping along, I hoped as I hopped 
someone was watching my hopping. 

 You could get lost on the grounds so easy. It took a half 
hour for me to find the room through the dark. All the 
buildings were the same, big pink things laid in a grid. 
Same paint, same doors, same balconies, only the num-
bers changed.

 I felt like brushing my gums and having a long hot 
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shower so I did and when I was in the shower I felt good 
so I stayed in the shower for a long time. Everything in 
the shower had Paradisus written on it in bold, even the 
bars of soap were imprinted. I washed myself with the 
soap, I washed under my arms and I washed below my 
waist.

 The view from our balcony opened to the cement side 
of another building and of a long stretch of empty lawn. 
The grass must’ve been just cut, bushes perfect squares. 

15

My family and I ate our dinner in the same hall we’d ate 
lunch in—the food hadn’t changed. 

“Ah... like... I can’t believe you’re eating that...” Lucien 
pointed to a chicken sitting on Mom’s plate, “like... that 
used to be alive!”
He went on and on about the chicken so I got up and 
went back to the buffet. I went around and put a small 
piece of every animal I could find on my plate. I had pig, 
cow, fish, squid, bird and lamb.
“Mmm...” I chewed each piece on its own. I left the lamb 
until last because it came in strange green sauce. They 
weren’t very good chefs, probably because they didn’t 
have much experience cooking our style food. 
“Like, aah...sss... like!”
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“What’d you do today?” Mom asked.
“I met someone from London.”
“Dad and I walked on the beach.”

It was a slow dinner. We talked about communism for a 
bit but none of us knew what we were talking about but 
we talked about it anyways. 

Dad’s a real money man—
he’d say money’s great because it pays for vacations to 
Cuba. 

16

Everyone went back to their rooms except Lucien and I—
we went to the bar. I walked behind him. He walks sort 
of silly when you see it from behind, bowed legs, like a 
cowboy off a long ride. 
“Ssss... I’m gonna getta beer,” he giggled, we pulled out 
bar stools, “Like... what you want?”
All those bottles sitting there and all those people sitting 
there drinking them.
“Ha.... sss....” he leaned in over the bar and raised his fin-
ger to get the little Cuban man’s attention, “one ah, one 
beer... and like... one rum. ha.”
We got the drinks and drank them and got two more. 
They’d put the lights way down low so it was hard to see 
anyone’s face but I could see a lot of teeth though in the 
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dark. Lot’s of talking and yelling. 

 In the corner of the lounge they had a grand piano—a 
black one—some musicians were getting ready to play 
on it. Lucien nodded solemnly as they prepared their in-
struments. Two little brown guys on classical guitars and 
a big black piano player. The main fellow had a sax and 
was dressed up like Elvis—a flashy blue tuxedo jacket 
down to his knees. They opened with the theme from Ti-
tanic. They played it accurate as hell and everyone went 
nuts when they finished. After a couple more numbers 
they spread out collecting tips. 
“They’re good!” Lucien opened his eyes, “like, the sax was 
so good!”
He was right. 
They dimmed the lights lower. 
I drank some whiskey and smoked a cigarette. I’d bought 
these cigarettes from one of the gift shops, called Popular. 
My cloud mixed with the general cloud. The bar got so 
jammed I had to fight to keep my seat. The bartender put 
another drink in my hand. 

17

I got to listening to these kids sitting next to me, two girls 
and a dude, it was easy to hear because the dude was basi-
cally screaming at the girls. The dude had himself a big 
cup of something.
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“Fucking yeah! Like, yo - taste this fucking shit!” His big 
jaw dragging up and down, his jaw was attached to his 
face—if you could even call it that, “like, fuck,” he slurped 
the straw. 
“I’m gonna bang one of these chicks tonight,” he thought.
The girls took turns sipping his drink, their heads heaps 
of straw in empty fields.
“Oh fuck that’s good! What is that?” The one with the thick 
pink lipstick curled the corners of her mouth up. Her and 
her large girlfriend looking really eager. 

 “Yo, we should play the piano...” Lucien slurred. His face 
had gotten all raw and teary.
“I’m going to the bathroom.” I’d been holding it. 
They had a real fancy bathroom. A big white statue of 
Poseidon with a sideways look on his face caged behind a 
wall of bamboo rods, he was sitting on a chair on a small 
island in the middle of a cod pond, fish floating around 
his feet. 
Mirrors everywhere. I stood in front of a two story mir-
ror easily fifteen feet wide. I looked great, I had these 
dress shoes on my feet and a nice black pair of pants on. 
My shirt hung out from my felt coat. I looked great but 
something was going on with my face. I had the same 
problem Lucien did, all raw and teary. 

 Lucien’d struck up a conversation with that dude and 
those girls in my absence, I found them all going crazy 
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on the stools. The girl with the light pink lipstick’d inad-
vertently smudged a little onto the place just below her 
nose, little pink Hitler toothbrush. 
“Fuck, like... ya, this is like number thirty!” The dude 
sucked his straw, “man, like, holy fuckin’ shit! Fuck...” 
“Lets do shots!” Suggested Lucien. 
The bartender set out five cups on the counter and filled 
them with tequila. The liquid splashing down the sides 
of the little cups, the bottle wasn’t fitted with the special 
nozzle. Olmeca tequila. The golden one. We picked up 
our cups and on three we drank them. It was awful stuff. I 
tried to look at the kids faces but they kept shifting shape, 
like looking up out of water at faces.

 I walked down to the beach to look at the waves. 
The waves were small and refused to crash until they hit 
the shore. The dead black sky must’ve been full of clouds, 
because there were no stars. 
Something further down the beach kept beeping and 
somewhere in the distance a dog let off a single woof. 
The beach and the bar weren’t close at all yet I heard Luc-
ien and those kids going crazy, their voices riding over 
the mound into the sand.

 I sat down at the piano—dark brown wood, many scars 
scored the dark wood, the scars came in shades of beige, 
some nearly white. 
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Over my shoulder came a cackle. I turned and saw Luc-
ien and the kids yelling in each others faces, they hadn’t 
spotted me yet. 
I dug my fingers into the crack between the piano and the 
key guard. The guard wouldn’t budge. A small lock dan-
gling from a latch about where the highest key would be. 
“Jasper!” 
It was Lucien. He put his hands into the air. 
I walked over to the couch and sat down on the floor in 
front of them. Lucien told them my name and told me 
their names, which I don’t remember. 
“Yo Luce! Any friend of yours is a friend of mine!”
The one I liked least, the dude, had a neck exactly the width 
of his head. You could tell the dude spent a lot of time at 
the gym getting his neck that wide. 
“Yo, who needs a drink!” The dude got to his feet, “fuck, 
like... I’m goin’ to the bar!” On tree stumps. 
There was about six of them now... seven including my 
brother.
“They’ve locked the piano!” Lucien struggled with the key 
guard.
“I saw.” 
It was too bad they’d locked it.
“I’m going to the bathroom,” I said, I couldn’t stop. As I 
walked off I heard them all going nuts on the couch. Luc-
ien has a way of getting tied up in that sort of thing no 
problem and without any thought about it or anything.
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 As I walked out of the bathroom I heard piano, a lot 
of piano, and it was good piano. They were all gathered 
around the thing. Four of them playing it. Lucien had 
himself right in the middle of it all. I tripped over the 
splintered piano guard, they’d ripped it off somehow, now 
it lay in little shards all around. A big chunk of shaped 
black wood.
“God Luce! You’re fuckin’ amazing!” One of the girls mas-
saged his shoulders. She was toast and so was I but Lucien 
was good. His fingers flopping across the keys like pup-
pet’s feet. 
The dude thought it would be a good idea to pee on the 
piano just then, I’ve just got a faint memory of yellow liq-
uid dripping from the lid. The girls didn’t like that—they 
laughed anyways. 
No one could stop laughing, the big girl laughed. She 
threw her half full glass of beer at the piano and it disap-
peared inside. Broken glass jangling in the strings. I got a 
little wet as the sun came up.
Can’t remember much else about it, but I know how it 
ended. This big black guy in a big black suit came run-
ning out from somewhere yelling at the top of his lungs 
in Spanish. 
“Oigan! Regresen aqui desgraciados!” 
I’ve never seen anyone take off as fast as those kids. They 
bolted. I didn’t run because I’m not any good at that sort 
of thing, it ended up being just the black man and myself 
at the piano. He wanted to know all about it so I tried my 
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best to tell him. I left Lucien out of it obviously. 
“What those people?  Break piano?”
I shook, “yes, but I didn’t.” 
“Know people?”
“No.”
“We camera!”  He pointed at the ceiling. 
I saw the cameras.
It was just us two in the gaping space as the sun rose up 
through the blowing drapes behind, air flowing through 
the cloth windows. A stream of hot low cloud near the 
horizon transitioning from red to cream. 
He let me go after I’d given him my name and room 
number, we confirmed it with the computer. 
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The sun’d just begun to set when I opened my eyes. 
Lucien’d found his half of the bed, crumpled up on the 
sidewalk like a hamburger wrapper. 
My body didn’t feel like my own and I couldn’t stand the 
sight of my hands. The room had come to pieces, dirty 
clothes and empty cans and cigarette butts everywhere, 
probably the chambermaids had already knocked and 
gone. 

“Knock knock knock...” 
I wrapped myself in flowers and went to the door. 
“Hey guys, big night huh?” Mom took off her baseball 
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cap. 
“We stayed up.”
“Oh! How’d it go?”
“There were these kids.”
“How’s Luce doing?”
“He’s still asleep.” He was very much asleep.

 I got dressed and wandered out into the dark. The 
leaves on the branches of the bushes had been glued on, 
each blade of grass carefully pinned into the ground, 
trunks molded out of plastic and rocks carved from foam. 
I kicked a boulder and hurt my toe. Down at the beach I 
found the waves. 
The waves came speeding in huge and mean, the big 
rollers must’ve come from some distant storm. The wa-
ter was calm behind the break, but after the break it was 
foamy and mad. I took off my shirt and walked in to my 
ankles. It kept shallow a long time before it got deep, I 
was safe from the heavy waves. The reason I could see 
this stuff was because the sun had set straight ahead and 
the sky there still had purple to it. I ventured further in, 
up to my waist, and felt the water rush against my legs. 
Now that it was dark I could see all the other resorts 
through the trees, there must have been one every half 
mile—I bet there were hundreds of them, all the same. 
If I’d gone just a little deeper the waves would’ve got me.
“Ola Señor! Podria usted salirse de el agua por favor!”
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I could only see his official red Paradisus shirt, it stood 
on the shore with the sleeves flapping in the air. I walked 
out. 
“No safe, no safe,” he said.

19

Lucien was right out of it when I went to the room to get 
dressed for dinner.
“Tssst... ha,”  he murmured and rolled over, the whiskers 
on his chin springing in all directions.

 I reformed. I had a long hot shower and brushed my 
gums, I broke all my cigarettes in half and tossed them 
in the trash, I poured a half bottle of rum into the toilet. 
I put on deodorant and cologne and all my best clothes. I 
combed my hair back too. I eyed my goods, my eyelashes 
all poking into my eyeballs. The rash on my hands had 
grown. 
Maybe they were putting something in the beer I thought, 
something to make you feel extra good when you drink 
it, but extra bad if you drink too much. The beer was 
called Crystal and that’s all they served. 
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Two lines of women in feather bikinis greeted me at the 
entrance to the buffet with a green plastic Lei, their giant 
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breasts bouncing unenthusiastically. I passed through 
their ranks with the thing hanging sadly around my neck. 
Bapsha called from the corner, 
“Jasper!” 
Bapsha and Pop had arrived during the afternoon, I went 
over to the table and as I went I removed the Lei from 
my neck. Pop is what we call granddad, Bapsha is polish 
for grandma I think. Bapsha stood up and we had a long 
hug, she’s only about four and a half feet tall so it was 
a funny hug. Her eighty five year old face pressed into 
my lower chest. As usual she had on the latest fashion, 
in cashmere and silk and diamonds and silver. The hair-
dresser she uses had given her a gold crown. 
I shook a firm hand with Pop, his gigantic gray mustache 
had gotten a little grayer. 
Bapsha smiled, “we’ve been told Lucien and yourself en-
joyed an evening? Is that so?” 
“It involved a piano.”
“So did you play the piano?” Pop’s patent smile. Pop’s a 
good piano player, they’ve got a big white one in their 
study.
“Lucien played it.”
Mom, Dad, Bapsha and Pop all had big plates of food and 
I wanted one too. 
“You know about the performance tonight? It’s the wel-
come show,” Bapsha ate a gherkin, the pickle crunching 
in her teeth.
“What time is that?”
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“Ten o’clock.”
“Will you stay up?”
“Of course!” Bapsha likes that sort of thing, big stage acts 
and whatnot. 
“I’ll stay up too!” I used an exclamation mark for Bapsha. 
What sort of act, I wondered.
“It’s a dance production.”

 From the buffet I took a spherical deep fried object 
and a heap of onion rings. On my way back to the table I 
discovered the gherkins and took a bunch of those too. 

 The waiter snuck up behind me, “to drink?”
“No, thank-you.”
“The wine?” He shook the bottle in my face.
“I’m alright, thanks.” I’d reformed.
“Oh, you’re not drinking?” That was Mom, she had a 
hamburger in front of her and it was kind of falling apart 
in her hands. I sliced into my object and it turned out to 
be a piece of fish wrapped in mashed potato, the thing 
was bland and dry so I left it alone and ate the gherkins. 
“Not tonight, I’m feeling sick.”
“Mmm, that’s too bad. I felt a bit sick yesterday, maybe 
something’s going around.”
“Oh my, I should hope not!” Bapsha’s knife cut her lamb.

 Overhead shone lights the sort you see in office build-
ings, flat and even. Every inch of the buffet’d been deco-
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rated—foam statues, plastic flowers, waterfalls on loop. 
The deluxe versions of everything. I had a nasty feel-
ing in my gut like I was going to bite my tongue off or 
something.  Hundreds of teeth coming down on all sorts 
of food. Each table’s faces looking empty down at their 
plates. What was behind those faces. What did everyone 
do back home. 
I noticed the sheen of everything, like the food had been 
laminated. Glistening lamb chops, glowing bacon, wet 
chicken.  I took a hunk of bread and returned to the table. 

That sneaky waiter had filled my cup with wine! 

I didn’t drink it though. They had only two types of wine, 
red and white, I got red.

 “We were just talking about the weather, Jasper, sup-
posedly there will be a bit of a storm tomorrow,” said Pop. 
“Is that the case?”
“Yes, so we were looking over the activity list,” he flashed 
the activity list, a colorful pamphlet, “Any ideas?”
“We could go to Cardenas?” I’d seen Cardenas on a map 
of Cuba in the lobby, a city about half an hour’s drive to 
the south. 
Pop forked his fish, “Jasper... Bapsha and I went to Carde-
nas last year, and, that is where the provincial hospital is. 
It is nothing more than a,”   a fork load of fish cut him off. 
“Well, we could go to Varadero! They have the bat caves, tru-
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ly, they are really something,” Bapsha rubbed some juice 
from her chin. 
I didn’t much feel like bat caves, but Pop and Bapsha’d 
paid for the trip and I planned to spend as much time 
with them as I could. 
“Anne and Jack arrive with little Kye tonight, I wonder if 
they’d like to come?” Dad pulled a hunk of meat off his 
chicken breast. Dad knows all about caves because he’s a 
geologist and geo means rock. 
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Anne and Jack are my aunt and uncle. At family events 
it’s usually Jack or Anne I get along with best. 

Aunt Anne manages accounts at a big bank. 

Uncle Jack does marketing for a company that makes 
good winter coats. 
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Dad smiled, “I bought some Cohiba cigars for later, we’ll 
drink rum and smoke them after dinner.” 
I decided there’d be nothing wrong with that even if I 
had reformed because everyone should drink rum and 
smoke cigars with their father as much as possible. 
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We moved to the lounge, the lights were dim and orange 
and soothing. We found a free set of couches and occu-
pied them. Some girls about my age were seated close 
by. One of them had a man face and one of them had an 
ugly face but the third was ravishing—she looked like a 
girl from a magazine. They each had mojitos, chatting 
excitedly. If Lucien were there I bet he’d have gone right 
over and set up shop.
Waiter, “Sir?”
“Two rum, and...” 
“Mojito,” Mom.
“Pina Colada,” Bapsha.
“Same,” Pop. 

Dad and I smoked our cigars and drank our rum like big 
hotshots and it was good so we had two more rums. The 
girl from the magazine giggled. I lounged casually on 
my area of the couch.
“Well, hmf... how does everyone like Cuba so far?” Pop 
leaned in. 
“It’s great!” Mom replied, “There’s a wonderful spa down 
by the far swimming pool, Bapsha and I went this after-
noon...”
“It really is world class,” added Bapsha.

“Did you see they have tennis Jasper? We should play! I 
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brought racquets!” Mom drank her mojito. 
“The courts are cracked.”
“Oh come on, they’re perfect!”
“The surface is bubbled...”
“Jasper, they’re perfect!”

The smiling magazine girl.

I stood up, “excuse me.” 
“Another mojito,” Mom said.
I walked to the bar and I walked close to the magazine 
girl, but she lowered her chin as I passed.

 South London guy had a spot at the end of the bar and 
I felt like saying hello, so I did. He was toast, a massive 
cup of rum sat near his hand, maybe four ounces worth. 
“Hi,” I sat down.
“Fack off.”
I sat up and walked to the other end of the bar and got a 
rum for myself and a mojito for Mom. It wasn’t a prob-
lem that he’d been so rude, he probably had it rough all 
around. 
I passed close to the magazine girl’s table on my return, 
she looked up at me this time, little ski jump nose, purple 
eyes, fat lips, symmetrical sides, thin as a rail—sexy as 
hell. If I’d been alone I would’ve put on a show. I could’ve 
got mysterious on her. It’s impossible to be mysterious 
when your grandmother’s asking you questions:
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“So Jasper, how is work?”
“It’s alright.”
The girl got up and pushed in her chair, she gave me a 
final look. She straightened out her little black skirt and 
clomped off in high black heels. 

“Clomp clomp,” 
I looked at her butt.

 We were all getting along well enough, the five of us 
stretched out on our couches like a bunch of Greeks. 
“Business is going well,” Dad said, “we’ve been working 
on a big prospect.”
“Maybe this will be the big one,” Bapsha frowned seriously.
“You never know,” Dad puffed his cigar.

 “Tss-sst...ha. Yo. What’s up?” Lucien tripped towards us 
like a drinking bird, I smelled him.
“Lucien!” Bapsha gave him a hug and Pop shook his hand 
the same way they’d done with me. Now that I’d reformed 
I didn’t like Lucien much.
“You’ve missed dinner! Should we order you something?” 
“Ah... yeaah, like, tss-ss, I had some fries at the snack bar.” 
I bet he’d had a few caesars too. He got right into telling 
the piano story to everyone, he’s always trying to get a 
rise out of old people:
“Yeah, like, so we met these like - kids, who like, we were 
just sitting there and the one kid went to the piano, cuz it 
was locked, tss-sst... the guard was locked—
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...the kid, like he went to the piano and kicked the guard 
and it broke, came off... and he brought the guard back to 
the table and like, was like: 
yo... Luce man... now you can play it!
...Tsss, and like, so we... I played it was so fun! And like, 
why’d they lock it anyways, ha. Like, they’d locked it, so 
like why’d they lock it? Ssss—
like, we played and the kids were so drunk, they were all 
singing, so this security guy came and was like, he came 
and he like, he was yelling at us so we left the piano and 
like—
but I mean, why’d they lock it? So like, it was crazy...tss-ss.”
Mom went yellow, “What the hell were you thinking Luc-
ien?” 
“But like, but...like, the kid broke it, it was broken!”
They went on about the piano for a while. Lucien had a 
good point I guess, he didn’t break it, he only played it. 
But Pop did not like the story, when Pop does not like 
something he does not speak, he boils. 
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“Well, it is getting late isn’t it?” Bapsha and Pop rose. 
Mom also rose, “I think I’ll go to bed too.”
Dad frowned, “you aren’t staying up for the show?” 
“It is just too late for us old folks!”  Bapsha said,
“Shall we meet for breakfast?”
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“We’ll meet for breakfast and make plans for tomorrow.”
“Good!”
“Good.”
“Good...”
“Good.”
“Say—you boys stay out of trouble!”
“I’ll keep an eye on them,” said Dad. 
Dad and Lucien and I stayed behind. 
Mom and Bapsha and Pop went off to bed. 
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I wanted to smoke a cigarette so I snuck one in a bath-
room, Lucien came too.
We’d taken over the handicap stall. I lit the cigarette.
“Like... they should just put like lasers in space and, ss-ss-sss...” 
Lucien tittered, “like then they could just shoot him from 
space!” 
I took the cigarette.
“Because like, it’s like... I bet they already have lasers in 
space!”
He took the cigarette.
“It’s so stupid like, they should just shoot him from space!”
He handed me the butt so I puffed the spider and flicked 
it into the toilet. 
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As we emerged from the stall two kids came into the 
bathroom with their arms around each other. 
“HELLO!”  They came right for us.
“Yo!” Lucien got to it. 
The one kid had a lot of meat on him, saucer face. The 
other kid did not, angular German face and tight blue 
lips. No older than sixteen. 
“What you guys doing!” The big one yelled, “When you get 
here! We’ve been here a week. My name’s Oliver and this 
is AJ!” 
They seemed alright, pudding face and doggy eyes.
“Ahh, tsss... we’ve only been here a few days.”
“Yeah!  It’s great!”
“Ha-ha, yeah... I’m Lucien, this’s my brother Jasper.”
“You’re brothers!”
We took turns shaking. 
“Got to take a fucking piss!” AJ grabbed his crotch, “See 
you at the bar?”
Lucien giggled, “Yeah, see you, ss-ss-ss-ss.” 
 
We went to the bar and they went to the urinals. We found 
Dad having a conversation with another man so we left 
him alone, who knows what they were talking about, 
probably gas.
I felt loose and friendly but I also felt a little drunk. 
Laughs and drinks everywhere. The bartenders were 
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lightning fast and when you ordered hard stuff you got a 
double portion. I saw bartenders serving little old ladies 
mojitos half full of rum. Probably they wanted to get ev-
eryone so drunk they’d pass out, so they could go home 
to their families. 
And you had to yell everything.
“Like... what’ll we get?” Lucien loudly asked. 
When people start talking loud other people have to talk 
louder, so other people have to talk even louder, and so 
on.
“How about the green bottle.”
“What’s it?” 
Lucien was toast.
“I don’t know,” I leaned over the bar, “two.” 
I aimed my finger at the green bottle. The bartender 
plopped two huge cups down and grabbed the bottle. 
The label featured a frog in a seersucker suit doing chin-
ups on a coat hanger.
“Ice?”
“No.” 
He put a cube in each.
“Glug-Glug... Glug-Glug,” the green goop dribbled out 
like oil, right to the rim.
“Chug it!”
We smacked the cups together and drank it. It oozed 
down my throat, sweet and nasty, it was hard to swallow, I 
almost puked, Lucien looked all funny like he was about 
to jennifer. 
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“Ha”
“Ha ha”

That’s when Oliver and AJ showed up. 
“What you guys fuckin doing!”  AJ came at me with his eyes 
going different directions. 
“Beer,” I told him.
“Me too!” Came Lucien.
“I,”   Oliver. 
We got four big cups of beer and they got to talking about 
their high schools, girls, sports, that kind of stuff. 

A girl showed up and started yapping, big pink plastic 
sunglasses with fiery lenses:
“Well you should go to Amsterdam!”  She yelled, “That’s where 
the fucking weed is!” She was a twelve year old, any old 
twelve year old. I kept drinking, I felt like talking and I 
didn’t feel like talking to them, so I kept drinking and 
kept talking. 
Lucien perked up, “Tssss... yeah! I’m gonna go there.” 
“Me too!” Oliver drank.
“Yeah man, like... they sell weed at the gas station.”
AJ drank, “Noooo...”
“Yeah—it’s crazy.” 
“Fuck it, I’m moving there!” The girl was long gone. 
“You can’t, like... you can’t get weed in Cuba though. 
Right? Ha-ha... like, you can’t. I checked the website, 
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ahh...   WeBeHigh.com...” Lucien sipped, “like, this is one of 
the hardest countries to get it in.”

The girl collapsed. Her body toppled off the stool and 
crashed to the floor, her drink went with her and shat-
tered above her head.
“Oh fuck!” They cried.
They went down to the floor and sat her up, she came to 
and shook her head. 
“I’m good I’m good, shit,” she opened her eyes, her hoody 
had beer all over it, “oops!”
The other patrons didn’t care. We got her straightened 
out and back on her stool and back into it. They were all 
big on weed. I knew for sure Lucien smoked a lot of weed, 
but I could tell the other kids were just snapping turtle. 

“Hey, you guys alright? The show’s starting.” Dad came 
over. I’d been watching him but forgotten about him, 
now he turned up.
“We good, oh, we good!” AJ yelled at Dad.
“This is AJ and Ollie and...” Lucien’d forgotten the name 
of the girl. 
“Sienna,”  she said. 
They all shook hands with Dad except AJ, he gave dad a 
high-five, that cracked everyone up. 

Oliver got curious about the show, “What show?”
“Well, they’re putting on a big dance production on the 
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stage by the ping pong tables.”
“They are!” Oliver liked that.

 We moved our party into the big open area in front 
of the stage by the ping pong tables. We found an emp-
ty table in the crowd and pulled out the plastic chairs. 
People pouring in. Kids and parents and old people and 
Russians. Dirty plates with orange smears and forgotten 
fries.
“So you’re telling me that, like, on that stage they are go-
ing to dance?” Oliver asked Dad. 
“You’ll see.” 
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It got cold and my coat was in the room so I went for it, I 
could barely walk either. 
The room found me and the bed wanted me in it, the 
problem is I didn’t feel that tired or anything. I grabbed 
my coat and buttoned it up in front of the mirror in the 
bathroom. They’d set up the mirrors so you could see 
yourself from multiple angles at the same time, my left 
side looked best. 

 The full moon sat white in the sky. Tons of stars too. I 
looked at the moon and found the rabbit. The moon fol-
lowed me as I walked. I got just as lost on my way back, 
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there weren’t any landmarks. I usually use little land-
marks to remember where to make turns, anything out 
of the ordinary—nothing was out of the ordinary. 
The show had begun so I followed the rumpus. Christ-
mas lights snaking across every branch and around ev-
ery trunk, they must’ve just turned them on. When I got 
a little closer I recognized the melody, Under the Sea from 
The Little Mermaid. They sung in Spanish accents, like the 
Spanish was trying to escape from under the English:

“It won’t cos mucho, jus you voice! Poor unfortunato, is sad but is 
true - if is you want cross bridge, you pay toll...”  they sung.

Lucien and AJ and Oliver were still at the table.
“There she is!” Oliver pointed his finger at a black wom-
an dressed as Ursula, the evil queen octopus. She’d just 
entered stage right.
“Drink!” 
Oliver raised a cup orange liquid as did Lucien and AJ 
and they chugged them in one go.  
The woman had on a big purple octopus suit: 

“So now I ruler all oceans! Waves obey my every whims!  Sea spoils 
benting to I power!”

AJ saw me coming, “Jaspo! Every time Ursula comes on 
stage we drink a lunchbox!”
“Yeh sss-ss-ss,  it’s beer and like orange juice and umm  
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grenadine tss-ss,” added Lucien. 

The crowd was a few hundred strong, thirty or so actors 
on the stage at any given time. They were doing a mash-
up of various Disney songs, singing and acting them in 
costume. The audience drinking and watching happily, 
the odd break out into wild laughter. A waiter arrived 
with a tray of fresh lunchboxes. 
“Here!” Oliver put a lunchbox in my hand. I sat there 
with them waiting for the evil octopus to appear again. I 
was thirsty and I was a chimney. 

“Yeah, you can’t get weed here!” Lucien frowned.
AJ agreed, “Seriously.” 
They discussed it for a while as the actors went crazy on 
the stage. Trapezes and live animals and flashing lights 
and a lot of sparkles and glitter. At one point the audience 
was urged to clap along, this weird double clap rhythm 
and no one could quite get it, no one could follow it right. 
They clapped and clapped though.

“Who paint roses red? Who is paint rose? Who is dare-taint, the 
paint, el royal flores? For paint roses red some is loose the head!”

“There she is!” Oliver screamed, we chugged our lunch-
boxes, “Oh wait... is that her?” We wiped our chins, “Oh 
no! Who is that?”
AJ knew, “It’s the Queen of Hearts you fucking retard!” 
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It was the Queen of Hearts. What a drink though, that 
lunchbox. 
It took about an hour and thirty more lunchboxes for 
the show to wrap, we didn’t talk about anything and we 
talked a lot.

I pretended to go to the bathroom and snuck off. It never 
works if you say goodnight or goodbye because no one’ll 
ever let you leave. I walked toward the bathroom until I 
knew they couldn’t see me, I cut left through the lobby 
and out the front. It took a while to loop around to the 
beach. 
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I walked and walked and walked, my bare feet kicking 
up sand as I walked up the beach. The moon shone. I 
sat on driftwood and looked up at the rabbit. A piece of 
moon had gone missing in the lower corner, like a bite 
had been taken out. I squinted to keep the moon from 
spitting in two.  I lay down beside the driftwood - the sand 
crawling up into my clothes. The moon continued to turn 
black, an inch of white turning black a minute. The teeth 
moved so that the moon was only a thin white sliver. The 
rabbit disappeared, the moon disappeared - a black void 
in a canopy of stars. Then my eyes closed.
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I woke half buried in the sand with the tide at my feet. 
The dawn broke, no moon.  
The whole world twinkling, even the birds twinkled. My 
ears rung, pressure in my forehead. 
I’d become a common bum who nobody liked, with no 
talents, or charm, or anything. 
When I stood sand returned in waterfalls. 
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Must have been about four in the afternoon when the 
television woke me. Lucien sat on the chaise drinking 
beer and watching Caught on Camera. Maybe the maids 
were never going to get a shot at our room, it’d really 
gone down hill by that point. Damp towels and dirty 
socks drooping from every angle. Those neon green beer 
cans rolling around all over the place, most of them full 
of ash. All the furniture was crooked and all the surfaces 
had dirt on them. 
“Tssst...yo,” Lucien sipped his beer, “caught on Camera.”
An eighteen-wheeler smashed into a super market, I 
rolled over. My mind had separated, I was afraid it might 
not reconnect.
“Man, ha... I stayed up all night!” He said, his voice low 
and bad and cracked. 
I swore to be good, if only I could be one again.
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“Oliver and AJ are crazy, like, we met this crazy chick 
from South London,” I didn’t want to hear it, “Sss... where’d 
you go?”
I didn’t respond.
“Did you like meet anyone?”
I wasn’t sure if I had a voice or not, I was afraid to find out 
who’d speak when I opened my mouth. 
“Are you asleep?” I heard him put down the empty can 
and sniffle.
“I am awake,”  it didn’t sound like me. Rain beating against 
the windows, a nice storm slamming against the room.
“Mom came by like, like you know it’s Christmas Eve 
right?”
I didn’t know, I felt worse.
“We’re eating at the, ah, Romantico... restaurant,” he spoke 
over the television show. I wanted a cold shower but was 
afraid to be alone. 
“Like... we’re meeting for drinks in ten minutes, at the 
lounge.”  
He cracked another beer.

“Ka-chhh.” 

Only the television lit the dark. 

31

There they all were on the same couches around the 
same table but Uncle Jack, Aunt Anne and little Kye had 
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arrived. The storm blasting wind and rain around the 
open lounge, gray sheets billowing.
“Jasper! Hey,”  Anne got up, her long henna hair in a bun 
on the back of her head, her smooth skin and square face.
“Ah-hoy there!” Jack stood up, a crazy blue hawaiian shirt 
on his back, hair in a ponytail like a true uncle.
Hugs all around, maybe they knew how I felt. Little Kye 
leapt from Dad onto Bapsha and he leapt from Bapsha 
onto Pop. The boy must’ve been two now, long blonde 
hair flopping.
“How are you?” Anne lowered her head. 
“I’m good.” 

“mm”

A waiter tapped me on my shoulder, “What drink Sir?” 
“Juice please.” He gave me a funny look, rain got on my 
back.

 I counted nine of us, Bapsha, Pop, Mom, Dad, Lucien, 
Aunt Anne, Jack, Kye and myself. 
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We went to the dark side of the resort where they kept all 
the restaurants and got wet. They had four different ones 
back there. They’d lined them up like shops in a mall. 
First was the Tawagoto, a Japanese place all fancied up 
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with dragons and scary masks, a metal statue of a samu-
rai rusting in a moat. Next came the Stronzata, an Ital-
ian flag flapping furiously from a long steel pole. We 
passed the Caribbean one, a decorative barbecue by the 
entranceway held a plaque which read Mentira. Last in 
line was the Romantico, the nine of us in the rain.
“There it is... The Romantico,”  Bapsha read the sign. 
All the restaurants were more or less the same. Big pa-
vilions with lit windows and clean beige walls. Each one 
had a moat, you had to cross a boardwalk over a swamp 
to reach each front door.
“Why the Romantico?” I asked.
Pop touched my shoulder, “We thought it was the best 
one when we were here last year.” 
We gathered in front. They’d planted all these weeping 
trees about the moat, the branches covered in Christmas 
lights. 
A marble man and woman making out in a swamp, 
their lower bodies green. Algae sneaking up, rain pour-
ing down. They’d gone for an ancient Roman thing but 
it seemed more like something you’d get in Chinatown. 
The woman’s arms were way too long, her fig-leaf a dish-
rag. The distance between the man’s upper lip and nose 
much too wide, the woman’s eyes too far apart.
The only nice thing about it were these two big cabanas 
on either side of the boardwalk, nice leather couches in 
them. If you were sitting in one of the cabanas you’d have 
a great view of the statue. 
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“Sally forth?”  Jack was soaked, we shared a smile.
“Oh! Isn’t this nice,” Bapsha led the way up the boardwalk. 

 My head danced. 
Christmas, Christmas Eve. 
We usually do Christmas at Bapsha and Pop’s house, it’s 
really great. My other uncle Barry used to trick us into 
thinking he was Santa Claus and it never failed. Bapsha 
always threw a spoonful of porridge onto the ceiling for 
good measure, the ceiling of their dining room had dried 
porridge all over it. That’s a Polish thing. 
The resort was something else. 
We marched down the boardwalk to the restaurant. Emp-
ty but for the staff, of which there were many mosquitoes. 
A brown woman dressed as a French maid greeted us at 
the door.
“Billete?” 
She had a look on her face like she really had to fart or 
something. Pop handed her our voucher and she led us 
awkwardly through the big empty room to a super long 
table. Formal as hell, each place at the table with so many 
forks. 
I ended up sitting across from Lucien and between Bap-
sha and Pop, the worst possible spot I felt. I knew Lucien’d 
start doing his thing any minute. I’ve got manners, I can 
be good when I have to be—where Lucien cannot.

“Seriously? Like... the whole menu, like... tssst, everything 
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on the menu has meat in it. I’m not eating,” Lucien got go-
ing.
“I am sure that they can prepare you a dish without meat, 
if you ask?” Bapsha tried, she didn’t know.
“No, ha... sss, like, but they’d use the same, the same pans!”  
Lucien was drunk, he got sloppy and rough and we hadn’t 
even ordered appetizers yet, “Like, have you ever pet a, like... 
a chicken? Sss!”

Kye sat watching cartoons on his iPod a couple of seats 
to my side. 
“Yeah, we just plug him in. He’s totally obsessed,” Aunt 
Angie told Dad. Kye sat staring at the little screen with 
an oversize pair of headphones on. 
“You probably couldn’t even take a boy as young as Kye to 
a fancy restaurant like this without something to occupy 
him,” Anne said. 

 “Wine?” The brown woman’s red and white lace breasts 
descended onto my shoulder, she wiggled the bottles. 
One bottle red and the other white, I could barely look at 
them.
“Juice please.” 
She moved on.
Mom patted me on the shoulder, “You know Jasper, we 
were just talking about you earlier, you set such a good 
example for us adults!”
“Yes... you’ve really grown up,”  Bapsha added. 
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 “Order?” 
My turn to order.
“Fish carpaccio, lobster bisque, steak tartar,” I said. She 
wrote it down and went for Pop.
We sat stiffly in our seats waiting for the food to come. I 
wanted to get out of there like nuts but couldn’t because 
it was Christmas and all. 
“I’m going to the bathroom,” I said.
I found the bathroom past tables slowly filling, past the 
kitchen - they were preparing my carpaccio—thin slices 
of raw fish stretched out in olive oil.
I sat there on the toilet looking at the stall door. The bath-
room was falling apart, it didn’t make much sense really. 
The bathroom wasn’t important I guess. 
Someone came in, I heard their zipper come down.
“Ahhh....” he moaned, I listened to his hot pee splash 
against the back of the urinal. “Phfffft...” 
The fume found its way into my stall. 

33

Food hadn’t come.
“Like... it’s like... I’d rather die!” Lucien was talking about 
money again.
Bapsha got deep, “Pursue your passions and money will fol-
low.” 
Lucien didn’t like that.
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“Ah, tsst,” he tittered, “but like, yea, but, that’s not what 
Dad says.” 
He looked to Dad but Dad was busy talking to Pop about 
Volvos. Lucien had this little look on his face, his hair 
stood on end because he’d just palmed it. 

Dad’s big on money, sure. You should see Dad some days, 
days when they’ve got a big prospect on the go. His job is 
to find old buried reefs underground, he blows up dyna-
mite above them to see if they’ve got oil in them... last he 
decides where to suck it out. 

“Time is money!”  Uncle Jack chewed. 

 “Hey Jasper, like, you’re a communist right?” Lucien 
asked, “I mean, ah... you said you were didn’t you?”
“I don’t know.”
“Ha, yeah...” 
Neither of us knew what we were talking about.
“It’s like, I don’t get it... ssss... having to work like a job all 
the time is stupid!” Neither Lucien or I really had to work 
that much because Mom and Dad were paying all our 
bills.
“How else do you buy groceries?” Bapsha asked. 
“Well like, ahh... you know how half the tills at the super-
market are self checkouts now? Like... won’t be long be-
fore they’re all self checkouts ss-ss... like that’ll be the first 
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thing to go,” he took a big gulp of wine, “once all the jobs 
are gone like how’s anyone supposed to afford groceries? 
Everyone’ll be... ah... like, on welfare!”
Pop frowned, “So everyone will be poor?” 
Lucien had everyone’s attention now. 
“Ha, but like... so the corporations will have all the money 
like they own the machines—like, sss.... there won’t be 
anyone left to buy stuff... hand it out to us. We’ll all get 
money from the robots like... from Walmart!”
Pop boiled, “The robots?”
“Well, like... the robots’ll do everything! Ssss. What’ll I do? 
I mean like...
what can I do a robot can’t?”
My carpaccio had arrived.
I slurped down a piece of the thinly sliced fish. 

 “Jasper, how’s it going?” Aunt Anne’d ordered the fresh 
mozzarella balls and cut pieces for Kye. 
“I’m alright.” 
“Are you still living with those people?”
“Yeah.”
“So. You’re happy?” She scooped up a mozzarella ball and 
popped it into her mouth, I watched her chew. 
I had the Christmas spirit at last.
“I’m happy,” I wasn’t lying, “how’s the bank?”
“Oh, mmm. I have this new account, I’m nervous. I need 
to prepare.”
“I have a question.”
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“Shoot.”
“Do you like banking?”
“I can’t help it,” she chewed, “well. I don’t choose the ac-
counts, the analysts do,” she ate another ball. 
I slurped a piece of fish.

 “Sir...drink?” 
“Do you have Champagne?” I asked.
“Campag?”
“Champ - agne...”
“Jamón?”
“Sham... pain...”
“Champaña!”
“Yes, one champagne please,” I felt like drinking cham-
pagne. 
“Jasper, did you order champagne?” Mom sat at the head 
of the table. 
“Yeah.”
“Lets get a few bottles and have a toast!”
It was a good idea so we ordered two bottles of cham-
pagne. They came right away but it took a while for our 
waitress to pop the corks. Her sexy French maid costume 
constricting her.
She circled the table filling our cups with it. 
Pop clunked his cup with a spoon to get everyone’s atten-
tion. 
“To us!”
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We leaned in and clunked our cups together.
“Clunk, clunk clunk...”
I took a big gulp, bad champagne—flat and sweet like 
Welsh’s Grape Juice. The alcohol made me all loose and 
silly. My cup was empty. The French maid refilled me and 
spilt a bunch onto the table cloth. 

 “Yo!” It was AJ and Oliver, they were sitting with their 
parents a few tables over, “You guys going to that party 
later?”   
“HA-HA-HA,” his dad laughed, “a party! Can I come?”
Sure enough there sat Lampwick, his bucked teeth 
clamped down on a piece of sausage. His ears had grown 
a little longer.
“Down at the beach later, big party,” Oliver ignored his dad.
Lucien got to it, “Oh sss, definitely.”
They shouted back and forth across the room, the two 
tables separated by some distance. I learned that AJ had 
come along with Oliver’s family, that AJ was their guest.

34

We were set to open presents and stuff in the morning so 
I tried not to drink too much. AJ and Oliver and Lucien 
agreed to meet at the bar at midnight. My champagne 
was done and I wanted more and I was dying for the lob-
ster bisque. 
The lobster bisque came in a big black cauldron, they 
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ladled it out into Bapsha’s bowl and into mine. It left the 
ladle as a hot brown paste, no chunks. Maybe it’d been 
blended. Way too salty. 
Bapsha tasted, “Ooh!  This is good!”
“It’s brown,” I slurped.
Bapsha put down her spoon, “Yes, hmm...” 
I didn’t care because I had a good idea of what was go-
ing on in the kitchen, a bunch of Cubans trying to follow 
some crazy recipe. I pictured them in their little shacks 
eating beans on bread and dreaming of the good life. 

Bapsha left her bisque alone and so did I, but we drank 
some more champagne and got to talking. We talked 
about cars—Pop and Bapsha’d just got a new car. They 
weren’t sure how to work the GPS they said.
Some musicians set up their gear in the corner. Stand up 
bass, a violin... some sort of thing. Four old black men in 
bleach white suits. They played through all the Christ-
mas hits. They played the songs so well it might as well 
have been a CD.

 “So Lucien, have you thought about what you will do 
when you grow up?” Pop’s always asking that.
Lucien shook his head, “Ah, like... sss... no.” 
“He’s interested in communications,” Mom spoke for 
him.
Bapsha stirred her bisque, “Oh! That is nice!”
“Well I am sure he will find something,” Pop stabbed his 
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wiener roll, he’d got a little wiener roll to start. 

35

“Sir, drink?” The waitress stared blankly, her big boobs 
hanging in lace.
“A beer, please,” I was thirsty for beer.
“Oh, like... yeehaah... ssss. A beer too, ha.” I guess Lucien 
was thirsty for beer also. 
I drank my beer slow as possible. I took a pen from my 
pocket and put four ticks on my wrist, three champagnes 
and one beer. No way I’d go over six ticks I decided, a 
good system I figured. 

36

I got all worked up, we’d been in the restaurant for close 
to two hours and still the main courses hadn’t come. It’d 
gotten late and we’d run out of things to talk about. The 
musicians had run out of songs and started at the top of 
their set list. 
“I’m going for a walk,” I said.
“Okay but hurry back - food’ll be here soon!” Said Mom.

 Pitch black outside but I could see fine in light of all 
the Christmas lights. The storm had died down a lot. The 
green had risen a little up the legs of that statue in the 
swamp. Maybe I’d fall in and drown. I walked quickly 
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to the Lobby Bar and ordered a double shot of whiskey, 
I smoked two cigarettes on the way and lit one as I sat 
down. No one at the bar except this really old bald white 
man sitting in the darkest shadow. We caught each other’s 
eye and nodded seriously with one other. He had it rough 
probably, he had no choice, it cheered me up. I walked 
back to the restaurant with new cheer, the statue’d grown 
greener.

37

“Food hasn’t come!” 
I pulled out my chair. Food hadn’t come. 
“Only Jack’s has come,” said Dad. Uncle Jack had a big 
rack of lamb in front of him but wasn’t eating it, being 
polite. 
“It is taking a while, isn’t it!” Bapsha eyed Jack’s lamb.
We sat there patiently waiting, listening to the band jam 
through the carols a second time. 
Mom rose, “I’ll ask - but Jack, you start eating,” she went 
towards the kitchen. Nothing was alright, I remembered 
the old bald man and felt alright. Uncle Jack tasted his 
sauce. 

 Mom returned and told us the story of the chefs, work-
ing hard, she said, trying, she said:
“They are trying!” 
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We sat there quietly for another half hour—I thought 
about the bald man, “I’m going to the buffet,” I stood up.
Mom tried, “Jasper! The food’ll arrive any minute. Wait.” 
Guess if I left it wouldn’t be fair to everyone else. 
“Jasper, go if you must,”  Bapsha understood. I felt awful but 
I got up anyways. 
I pushed in my chair and walked through the restaurant. 
I walked out the door. 
I crossed the boardwalk and didn’t care how green the 
statue’d got. 
I walked back to the room in the drizzle.

38

Lucien’s guitar lay on the bed so I picked it up and sung a 
cowboy song I knew. Singing it real loud. I felt like a cow...

And he sings with an western drawl
Singing his cattle call.

 I cleaned the room best I could. No broom or mop. 
The floor glistened sticky and wet. I drank a cup of rum 
and marked it on my wrist, dash eight. 

The telephone rang.
“Hello...”
“Like, yo - we’re playing pool in the Fun Pub,”  Lucien was 
drunk, “me and Ollie and AJ - sss - you should come!”
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The Fun Pub was this dark little bar by the hat shop, the 
sign above the door simply read Fun Pub, I’d never seen 
anyone in there though. 

39

Real dark place, that Fun Pub. I opened the door and 
found them drinking lunchboxes in the corner by the 
light of a small yellow lamp. All black leather and dark 
judge office. A flat gray screen of cigar smoke drifting at 
eye level, as I walked across the room the smoke parted 
around me. No bartender—bad music. We R Who We R.
“Jasper!” Oliver stood, “We’re drinking lunchboxes, re-
member?” He put his cigar back in his mouth and sat down.
“I remember.” I did too.
“Here... fuck...” AJ handed me a lunchbox, “wish we had a 
big fat fuckin blunt!” 
“Yeahh... tss-ss-ss...” Lucien agreed.
I drank the lunchbox and felt a lot better.
“Jasper! Pool!” AJ stood. 
They had a beautiful pool table in the corner, a fancy one 
with angels carved on the wood, hot green felt and cold 
mahogany. I followed AJ to the cue rack and picked a 
cue, a good straight one.
AJ set up the balls and I broke them, they went all over 
the place but none went in. 
AJ scratched because his stick skipped off the top of the 
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white ball and sent it nowhere. 
I left it where it lay and sunk the solid six with a risky 
bank shot.
“Holy fuck, you’re good!”
It was a good shot, but not that good. I aimed for the solid 
seven next, it bounced around a lot and didn’t go in. AJ 
was toast, his nose and forehead turned green as the felt. 
His eyes ached. 
“Oh shit! Watch this!” He yelled, “Ollie, fuck, Luce - yo...”  
They came over to the table. 
“Ha!”
He climbed up on the table and kicked the white ball 
with his shoe. It flew across the felt and reflected off the 
guard into the air. The ball landed ten feet away between 
a couch and a glass table, lucky one. 
“You’re such an idiot AJ,”  Oliver got serious. AJ climbed 
down and went looking for the ball. That marked the end 
of the game, I guess I’d won because I’d sunk one and he 
hadn’t. We went back to our spot by the lamp and Oliver 
relit his half foot long butt.
“Where’s the fucking bartender!” Yelled AJ. The music distort-
ed, just us in there. A big flat television in the corner 
showing the cricket match, little outfitted people run-
ning around trying to catch a ball.
“Take a bottle,” I said.
AJ opened his eyes, “Yeah, fuck... get rum!”
“No way,” Oliver used his brain puffing his cigar.
AJ cried, “It’s included right, it’s included though!”
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Lucien casually rose and walked to the bar. He flipped 
the little bar gate open and went behind, he hesitated, 
but only over which bottle to take. He came back with 
tequila.
“Tequila, you retard!” Oliver didn’t like tequila I guess, 
maybe I don’t know anyone who really does.
“Let’s see!” Oliver took a big gulp and turned blue, his big 
body quivering. The bottle didn’t have a mechanism on it 
to prevent fast pouring, it poured fast. We’d got it about 
three quarters full. 
I took a gulp and passed it on. 
We hurried because if the bartender had returned we’d 
have been screwed. Lucien returned the bottle three 
fourths empty. I got out my pen and dashed my second 
tally. 

 “Fuck, like... where’re all the chicks...” AJ lay on his back in 
front of our table now, “I mean like, fuck, where’re all the 
fucking chicks at!”
“There are some fucking babes here,” Oliver swore, that was 
new. The doors swung open and for a moment the room 
was illuminated. I caught a glimpse of Oliver’s blueberry.
“Yo bros!” A real young kid with dark red skin appeared 
in the doorway, “Yo—what you motherfuckers doin?” He ad-
dressed Oliver and AJ.
The Indian came at us by way of two little legs lost in 
massive pants sitting well below his waist.
“This is Jasper, and Luce! They’re brothers...” Oliver intro-
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duced us and didn’t mention the kid’s name. I shook the 
kid’s little red Indian hand. 
“Yo, where you motherfuckers from anyways?”
“Ah, ssss... ah.”
The Indian raised his hand above his head and flopped 
his wrist back and forth, “I’m from fuckin’ Slow River!”
“Sss, ah. Ah. Where’s that?”
“Just fuckin’ north of Yellow fuckin’ Knife,” the Indian 
looked a bit hurt, “North West Territories fuckers.” 
“Oooh, sss.”

The Indian couldn’t have been much older than fourteen. 
His beautiful red Indian face had the square cheekbones 
and sharp brow, the square eyes. His t-shirt had a lanyard 
printed on it with a pass that read: I’m with the band. 

40

“All out...” 
AJ rose up, “Lobby Bar...” 
It was a good idea. I handed Oliver back his cigar.
“Yeah! Ss-sss...”
“Come on you goddamn motherfuckers!” The Indian pushed me 
in the chest. We went to the Lobby Bar.

I detoured into the bathroom. Looking me in the face 
from above the urinal was a woman with a snorkel 
shoved in her mouth—an ad for snorkeling lessons. It 
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got me thinking about snorkeling, I’d never been snor-
keling, I’d actually wanted to go snorkeling some day. I 
pictured seeing all those colorful fish in the wild. 

“Ziiip...” my zipper made a little noise as I zipped it up.

41

“Beer, please.” I took my pen out and added a tick. 
“Yeah, ss-ss-ss... like, try drinking beer out of a straw!” My 
brother stuck a straw in my beer, “We always drink beer 
out of a straw for the Stanley Cup.”
That got everyone going on hockey for a while, turns out 
they were all big hockey buffs. 
“Like, when the Flyers beat the Hawks in game six with 
Chicago up in the series three games to two and like 
Philly’d tied the game with four minutes remaining and 
like in the last thirty seconds Giroux passed to Jeff Carter 
and had an open net but Niemi saved it like so it went to 
overtime and Chicago ended up scoring and winning the 
cup!”
They all remembered.

 “Hey kids!” Mom and Dad, “We’re all sitting over there 
by the piano, you’re welcome to join us!”
“Oh, ah... maybe in a bit, ss-ss-ss...” pretty obvious Lucien’d 
no intention of going over there.
“I’ll come,” I said. I followed them through the cheese.
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 “Jasper!” Aunt Anne had got a little drunk. Kye and 
Bapsha’d already gone to sleep.
“Hey.”
I used every trick I knew.
“We’ve been smoking on cigars and drinking on mojitos in 
true Cuban fashion,” Uncle Jack wiggled his cigar at me. 
Pop didn’t have one.
“Cigar?” Dad smiled and handed me a big ten dollar Co-
hiba, it smelled the way girl’s feet smell, but that’s how 
they are supposed to smell, like cigars. I ran it up and 
down under my nose like a pro.
“You need a scotch,” said Dad.
“A scotch, please.” 
“The acorn doesn’t fall far from the tree!” Said Mom.
I nodded.
“We were just talking about you,” Mom raised her eye-
brows, “you’ve really grown up...”
I lit the cigar with a wooden match the way you’re sup-
posed to. A stream of smoke dribbling from my lip. 
“Yes - you’ve found your passion.”

 “Well well! So how’s Luce? He alright?” Uncle Jack 
nodded across the room at the bar.
“He’s okay, we met some kids.”
“Oh! Very nice.... very nice, and what’re they like?”
“On vacation.” 
“Well, boys will be boys, right?” Mom winked.
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I winked, “That they will... that they will.”

42

Every surface in the room had something on it and some 
of the things had things on them too, laughter echoing 
around. A trio of brown guys jamming out White Christ-
mas right in front of us, no way any of them’d ever seen 
a snowflake. 
I guess it was a White Christmas of sorts. 

“So Jasper, will you be Santa Claus for Kye tomorrow 
morning?” Anne asked.
“I’m not the best choice...” I put down the cigar.
“Oh come on! You’d be fantastic.”
“I’m not sure...” I picked up the cigar.
“Yes. You’re so honest, you’d be perfect!” Mom drank, 
“You’re so truthful.” 
“Okay.”
“You will!” Anne clasped her hands together, “...so we’ll 
open presents at eight, and Santa shows up... say nine?”
I counted my wrist, fourteen ticks—I smoked the cigar in 
huge tokes. 

I stood. 
“Goodnight Jasper!”
“Night, Jasper!”
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Where am I? I’d taken a wrong turn.
My room number wasn’t written on my keycard and I’d 
forgotten the number. 
Cookie cutter buildings everywhere, cookie cutter path-
ways, cookie cutter people walking around in cookie cut-
ter outfits. 
I sat down on a bench under a coconut tree and smoked 
my cigar in the dark. The coconuts and the stars above 
me, maybe one’ll fall. The waves smashing into the 
beach below.  I came close to going down there, but I 
knew what’d happen if I did—I’d get wet. 
“Sir?” A groundskeeper came along in a golf cart, “You 
look for?”
“The bar,” I said, he stepped out and blended into the 
black, “bar.”
“Bar that,” he did a zigzag with his hand.
“Merci.”
I put a line through his zigzag and came upon the bar.

44

AJ, Oliver and the Indian lay flat of their backs as Lucien 
stood preparing to leap over them, a crowd had gathered  
which included the bartenders. 
“Jasper!” Oliver called from his place on the floor.
“Jasper get the fuck over here!” AJ yelled.
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I shook my head.
“Don’t be a fucking pussy!” The Indian kid yelled.
I lay down beside Oliver. Lucien tightened up and pre-
pared to jump. He took off in a run and leapt, sailing over 
us like a wraith. It wasn’t a huge jump or anything but he 
made it seem so by landing in a roll.
“Yeahhh!” Applause and laughter. 
We got up off the floor and did shots at the bar.

“Yo Jasper! Where you fuckin been?” AJ grabbed my hand.
“I got lost...”
“Tsss, ha, yeah, like... it’s so confusing,” Oliver tittered.

45

Oliver and I got to talking about things so I ordered us 
two gin and tonics. We retreated into the dark of the 
lounge and found a couch. 
“It’s my sister,” he frowned, “she died last year in a car 
crash... my big sister—she pulled out of the driveway and 
got hit by a drunk driver,” he put down the gin, “ever 
since she died I’ve felt I need to live twice as much, for 
both of us... she was my big sis, I looked up to her...”
“What was her name.”
“Bianca,” he picked up the gin, 
“...have you heard me rap?” He simpered. 
I shook my head. We sat drinking gin in our dark corner.
“Yeah, Bianca...”
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“You rap?” I asked.
“Yeah! Can you play piano?”
“Lucien can.”

46

We found AJ, Lucien and the Indian drinking big cups of 
straight Baileys cross-legged in front of the bar. 
“Luce!  You can play piano!”
“Oh, ahh... mmm, ha.” 
“Come on,” Oliver led us to the piano.
They’d cleaned it up and glued the broken guard back 
on. No lock though. It didn’t even smell that bad. 
Lucien played a few chords, maybe four, and he played 
them in a good order. AJ and the Indian sat on either side 
of him. Oliver and I stood behind the bench. Oliver be-
gan to rap, his loose wrist emphasizing the rhymes:

“Take off your clothes bitch nobody’ll know bitch in the back 
seat of my whip nobody’ll know bitch lets dip low...”

Lucien kept playing those chords, AJ started hitting low 
keys and the Indian started hitting high keys, all out of 
key. Oliver rapped and rapped, this big kid named Oliver 
whose older sister Bianca had died in a car crash. 
I found the bathroom, the mirror. 
I found the bar, they gave me a Best whiskey and I marked 
it on my wrist. It’d quieted down, the piano jangled across 
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the way.
“Come on! Come on! Give me a word!” Oliver needed a 
word.
“Knapsack...” I said.
“Yo yo, got crack in my knapsack... they call me Big Mac, I 
deal crack from a knapsack, they say I got the knack, been 
doin’ this since back before you were born, son, I’m number 
one son—just look at my gun, crack in my knapsack just 
for fun...” it didn’t end there. Lucien kept to those chords 
and started singing a melody, the Indian had found a 
couple of notes on his end that didn’t sound too bad, but 
AJ had no clue.
It cooled down when Oliver had to go to the bathroom 
and Lucien had to go to the bar. 

47

“Yo, tsss... here,” Lucien passed out a bunch of lunchboxes. 
Oliver raised his hand above his head, “Chug!” 
We drank them down, sweet and crisp. Fourteen ticks on 
my wrist. 
“Lets play flip-cup!” AJ spoke from the floor on his back. 

“Fuck yea!” 
Somehow they all knew what it was.

“We can’t, like... no cups. Sss. We’d need special cups,” Luc-
ien thought for a minute, “ah, like...we could play beer 
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pong?” He shrugged and looked at his feet, they were 
bare. 
Oliver’s jaw dropped open and a wet green carpet rolled 
out, my heart beat. 
“We could play beer pong?” Lucien repeated, we heard 
him this time. 

“Fuck yea!” 
Somehow they all knew what it was. 

We skipped towards the ping pong tables hand in hand.
“We need, ah, twenty beers and like, two tequilas...”

I’d seen this happen before, you put a bunch of cups of 
beer on either end of a ping pong table and take turns 
bouncing balls into the cups. It’s a team game. If the oth-
er team lands a ball in one of your beers your team has 
to chug it, you take turns chugging them. 

“Twenty beers, please,” I flashed my fingers twice to the 
bartender,  “we’re playing a game.”
The bartender didn’t care why I wanted them, he just set 
out two big black trays and proceeded to load them with 
drafts. I watched him work very efficiently. When the 
trays were full he came out from the bar and picked one 
up, I picked up the other. We walked carefully from the 
bar back to the ping pong tables. 
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“Fuck yea! ”  The Indian saw us coming. 
“Where’s the, like... we need tequila, sss.”

I’d forgot the tequila, tequila’s the big one. If you sink a 
tequila you’ve got to drink it, and everyone else playing 
has to drink a beer off the table. I returned to the bar for 
the tequila.

AJ, Oliver and me against Lucien and the Indian. 
“Jazz-o, you go first!” Oliver’s chin went up but he caught 
it and pulled it back down. I bounced the dirty little ball 
across the table and it landed easily into a beer.
The Indian did his little Indian dance, “Luce!” 
Lucien plucked the ball from the beer and poured the 
beer into his mouth, much of it splashing down his shirt.
He peeled off the wet shirt in one quick throw.  Now my 
brother had on only a pair of tight leopard print pants, 
his rib bones jutting out of his sides. He cart-wheeled 
around his end of the table before straightening out and 
bouncing the ball back at us. 
It didn’t even hit our side of the table.
“Ohh...” they howled. Oliver chased the ball, his big legs 
flopping around in his shorts. Oliver was thirsty and ev-
eryone knew it. 
Oliver lined up the ball carefully at the tequila, it rico-
cheted off the rim into the Indian’s little red hand. The 
table’d gotten wet and sticky and fun. 
When it came around to my turn again I shot for the te-
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quila for Oliver’s sake. 
“Yeah right you fucking pixi retard!” The Indian swore. I 
bounced the ball gently, it drifted slowly over the net. 
Lucien pursed his lips.
The Indian’s eyes opened. 
The ball moved towards the tequila. 
Oliver clenched his teeth. 

We watched as the little ball spun and spun through the 
air. 

AJ’s eyes followed the ball as it went. 
I moved my head up so I could see if it’d make it or not. 
No way the ball could miss the tequila now, 
floating right above the cup. 
We watched as the ball entered.
The ball found the small rim and rolled down the inside.
Tequila splashing up around the ball. 
It went down down into the liquid and rose to the surface 
and floated there. 
“You fucking cocksucker!” The Indian punched me in the 
stomach.
“Ah, like... ah! Sss sss... but lets be strategic about this, like, 
lets drink only the beers that’re like easy to sink,” Lucien 
knew what he was doing. 
We all took a beer and drank it, Oliver enjoyed it and 
thanked me with his eyes. 
“The tequila!” AJ handed it over and I regretted shooting 
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for it—how many hands had touched that ball. 
“DRINK!” They yelled, they weren’t kidding. I drank it 
and felt the stuff in my brain, the ball floating against 
my lips and blocking the flow. 
I tossed the ball to Lucien.

“ ...h ey,”

“Lucien you fucking shit-packer, throw the fucking ball!” The 
Indian punched Lucien in the stomach, he folded over 
and coiled back up... in good humor. 
Lucien lined up the shot, the whiskers on his chin snakes, 
“Ssssss...”
He tossed the ball and grinned when it plopped into our 
tequila, the Indian went nuts and did his little Indian 
dance.
“You sack of motherfuckin’ horse-shit!” 
“Do we have to drink?” I asked Oliver.
“Fucking drink that shit!” AJ slammed his fist down.
“Here,” Oliver handed me a beer, “don’t worry.” 
I was worried, my wrist had a lot of ticks on it. We drank.

“Bath  room...” Oliver murmured, we’d done almost all the 
beer. There were three remaining beers on their side and 
two on ours. 
We all watched as Oliver waddled off to the bathroom. 
“Look at that fat fuckin’ faggot!” The Indian pointed,  AJ cack-
led.
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We took turns aiming at the final beers and no shot got 
close. When it was my turn again the ball didn’t even 
make it over the net. 
Brother Lucien starfished on the floor beside the table.  
“Hey - try this,” Oliver showed up with a glass of yellow 
liquid. AJ took it and sniffed it, we all knew what it was.
“Fuck you - you asshole, you piece of shit...” AJ slid the glass 
across the table back at Oliver, some of it splashing onto 
the court.
Lucien must’ve saw it coming, he went for the glass but 
Oliver got it first. Oliver lifted the glass in a wide arch, re-
leasing the contents in a huge pale yellow wave, AJ tried 
to duck, the pee splashing against his face. 
You never see anyone move that fast—AJ rose, grabbed 
an empty glass, and threw it at Oliver. The glass flew 
across the table and shattered on Oliver’s face.
“Ohhh...” Oliver screamed, he broke down in tears on the 
floor—his bloodied face oozing—his blood running thin 
and fast.
“Don’t move,” I ran to the front desk and rang the little 
gold bell like crazy, a tired old woman emerged from the 
back. 
“My friend,” I pointed, “hurt, hospital.”
She didn’t understand so I brought her to Oliver, that got 
her...
we ran back to the front desk and dialed an ambulance. 
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In about five minutes we had a swarm of people on it, I 
couldn’t get close. I saw one of the groundskeepers carry 
off a towel soaked in blood like it wasn’t the first time. 
They swarmed and swarmed, brown and black people. 
Where did they all come from. It was beyond me, I was 
out of it, I couldn’t get in... I could barely see too. A big 
white kid with bits of glass stuck in his face.

I waddled back to the room and fiddled with the keycard, 
the door wouldn’t open so I passed out on the doorstep. 

49

I felt like scooping out my eyeballs with a grapefruit 
spoon I felt so common. It reminded me of that story by 
that guy—the one where the guy is stuck in that cell wait-
ing to be executed, he turns into a bug. I lay there on the 
doorstep like a bug. 
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The shower’d long since run cold. 
“Get up,” she said, I opened my eyes and there was no one. 
I turned the water off and came into the bedroom, the 
sky went red through the blinds. 
A cop show on TV.  Two police cars giving chase to a beat-
up little hatchback through the streets of some city I 
didn’t recognize, a deep voice explaining that the hatch-
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back had killers in it. The car must’ve been going upwards 
of a hundred miles an hour, swerving around traffic:

“Ahora, con dos carros de policia y un helicoptero en la persecucion, 
los dos sospechosos toparon velocidades de mas de cien millas por 
hora.”

It all came to an end with the hatchback flipping off the 
road into a parking lot, rolling and rolling with killers 
flying out all over the place.

51

I went down to the beach to see about the waves. A bunch 
of brown marshmallows floating low in the sky. I heard 
the waves before I saw them. Pitch black.
“Crsssss....cshhhh......” 
Huge waves. 
Smooth mounds rolling in fast and growing, growing.... 
“Bang!” 
Huge waves. 
I took off my robe and went down to the edge. The tide 
retreated. 
I walked naked into the surf. The broken waves took me 
down so I swirled and spun with them in the black bub-
bles. 
Just past the break the sea was calm and soft, only the 
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rollers bending up and returning to flat—
I fought against the foam, trying to dive but getting 
sucked and spun, when they caught me they’d drag me 
along the sand back towards shore—
I made it almost to the calm but I’d timed it wrong, a 
wave came in and reared up, the crest forming above 
me—
I swam at it, trying to break through before it came down, 
the water landing on my back as I exhaled, all went blue 
and dark, I rolled against the sand and rock—

the wave returned me to shore.

52

“Jasper!” Lucien yelled from the bar, AJ and him were 
sitting on stools drinking caesars at nine in the morning, 
“Did you hear?” Lucien chewed his celery, “Ah... Ollie’s in 
the hospital... got hit by a glass last night....”
“Who threw the glass?” I asked.
“Nobody knows, but like, he got hit in the face...” they 
sipped their caesars, “yah, like... he got it right in the head.”
AJ had his head in his hands.
Lucien drank, the sun rose.
“Ah, like, sss, we haven’t slept.”
“Presents in an hour,” I told him.
“What? ”
“Christmas presents.” 
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“What?” Someone had tried to rip his pants off or some-
thing, the new tear gaped, “oh... tss-sst,” he was in big trou-
ble, “I don’t know man.”
Seeing Lucien and AJ looking so awful made me feel a 
lot better.
“I’m Santa.”
“Ss-ss.... what!”

The bartender saw me, “Drink?”  He turned his palm up-
ward. 
“Three americanos—and ice.”
When they came I dumped all three americanos into the 
ice and added a bunch of sugar. I stirred and took a sip, 
Yawwee!
I drank the rest, “These things happen.”
“Fuck, ah,” AJ sagged, 
“yeah.”
I nodded. 
“Yeah...” 
I watched the clam juice ride up his straw, 
“Yeah.” 
I nodded.
He kept saying yeah and I kept nodding church.

 “Jasper!” Mom found us, “You ready?” She came up all 
frank with her teeth out. 
I turned, “I’m ready,” and I was too.
“Let’s get something quickly at the buffet, we’re in a bit 
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of a hurry! I’ve been looking all over for you guys!”
I flexed and released. 

 A couple tables had Russians at them, the rest of the 
tables had no one at them. 
They seemed like Russians—plates piled high, each fork 
load teeming, colors clashing. A half empty bottle of vod-
ka by the cold cuts. 

I put together an egg sandwich with lots of butter and 
cheese and mayo and hot sauce and kraut. 

53

The Santa suit had a long rip down the back. Pop’d given 
it to me in a big black garbage bag, it only left the bag 
once a year and you could tell. The leather didn’t look 
too good anymore either. It was the same suit they’d used 
on me when I was a kid, I bet if you’d asked me back then 
if I ever thought I had a chance of being Santa when I 
grew up I’d have said no way. 
“How does it fit?” Dad and I were in my mirror room get-
ting me ready. 
“It’s fine...”
“Here’s the hat!”
I put the hat onto my head—
“It looks great, you’re a natural!” Dad laughed. 
My eyes wouldn’t open fully and I had little cuts all over 
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my face and hands from the wave. Bright green tongue, 
red nose, yellow gums. At least I smelled good, like salt. 
“Here’s a pillow! Stuff it in!” 
I stuffed it in and wanted to be excited like Dad was. I 
pretended to be excited and after a while I forgot I was 
pretending. 
“Ha!”  Dad smiled.
“Ha ha... and the beard!” He handed me the beard.
The beard was a yellow tangled mess, I spent a minute 
combing it out. A lot of hair was missing and even more 
left with the comb. 
“The sack?” I asked, Santa always has a big sack full of 
presents for everyone. 
“Mom’s preparing the sack with Bapsha.”
“Good stuff?”
“Oh! You’ll see - I got Kye a big airplane!” 
I was excited to see the airplane.
“Put on the beard!” 
I put the beard onto my face—
“Wow!”
I agreed I looked the part with the beard on, we laughed 
about it for a bit. I wiggled my lips around so they poked 
through the beard. We laughed. 
I did a little dance to straighten out the huge red suit. The 
beard did it, I was Santa. Sewn to the bottom of the pants 
were fake black plastic boots, so you could wear anything 
you wanted underneath and no one would know, I wore 
sandals. 
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“I’ll get the sack,” Dad left the room laughing.

I sat down on the bed and drank a soda from the mini 
fridge, sweat beads on my head. Every year for twenty 
years the suit’d been sweated in by a member of my fam-
ily and now it was my turn to sweat in it. The beard tasted 
like the cloth collar of a ski jacket.

“Here’s the sack!” 
Dad appeared with a lumpy pillow case, “Everything’s 
wrapped, and has a name on it...”
I swung the sack over my shoulder—
“so, you should arrive at Bapsha and Pop’s in about twen-
ty minutes.”
“Alright.” 
Dad left, I noted the clock. 

I smoked a cigarette on the balcony, I was nervous—I 
wanted to get it right for little Kye.
I took Lucien’s rum and put a dash in my soda, no ice 
around. 

The suit was cooking my alive!

54

The time came for me to head over there, I twisted the 
doorknob and walked down the stairs. A chambermaid 
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had her big cart at the bottom of the stairs, her white 
sleeves rolled high on her skinny black arms. 
“Noel!” She cried, “Te ves como un imbecil!” She laughed so 
I smiled at her.
I bounced along in the red space suit, I passed the pool 
and I passed under the palm trees. The sun beat down. I 
lugged the sack through the maze. 

“Santa-Santa-Santa!” 

I turned around. 

“Santa!”

Two tiny kids came bounding up the path behind me 
with outstretched arms and open mouths, their parents 
in the far distance. 

“Santa! Wait-wait-wait! ”

I stopped. They came flying towards me down the path, I 
hid my sack behind my back.
“Ho-Ho-Ho!” I did my best. They leapt into my arms and 
almost knocked me down. 
“Meeeerry Christmaaas....” I bellowed, what was I supposed 
to do.
The parents stopped a little distance away and sifted 
through their knapsacks. 
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“Santa Cl, sh, coming! Coming!” The kids sung and danced 
circles around me. 
They found my sack.
“Presents-presents!”
“Mommy!” They yelled back at their mom. The dad’d 
found his camera and advanced, a big guy with a mosque 
for a head. The flash went off and went off again and 
again.
“Photo?” he said, “photo-graph?... p-h-o-t-o-g-r-a-p-h?” 
Guess he thought I didn’t speak English. 
“Could we take photograph?” He showed me his enor-
mous top-of-the-line digital camera.
I took both the kids under my arms and gave the lens a 
big smile, the flash went off.
“Presents-presents! ”  The kids pulled at my sack. 
“Santa! ”  The kids danced.
“Look... I can’t do this, I’m sorry,”  I felt sick, “I’ve got to get 
to my family.”
The dad’s lips tightened, he gazed.
“Why you dressed as Santa then? ”  He wasn’t to happy.
“My little cousin...”
“What? ” 
“I’m dressed as Santa for my little cousin Kye in room 
four-o-nine.”
“Excuse me? ”
“The presents are for my family...”
The mom came up. We stood there sandwiched between 
two identical pink buildings. 
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The kids danced on. 
“Ho-Ho-Ho...” I boomed, “Santa’s very busy today! The 
whole world and all.”  I turned and started walking away, 
the suit was so hot.
“Hey buddy,” the man followed, “get back here.” 
“Sorry,”   I broke out running.
The kids broke out crying, I heard that. 

About twenty yards up the path I turned a corner and 
when I did I knew I’d gotten away—for walking towards 
me was another Santa Claus—a real one. I jogged past 
him towards Bapsha and Pop’s room, late as I was. He 
was the worst looking Santa I’d ever seen in my life and 
he was on a straight line towards those kids. He gave me 
a big grin as we passed, there was no way he was Santa... 
least I looked alright. 

55

I crept up to Bapsha’s balcony and peeked in. They were 
all singing Christmas carols from a print out, the whole 
gang from the print out. How was I supposed to even fit 
into that little room, all nine of us. I straightened out my 
suit and readjusted the beard.
“Jingle bells jingle bells jingle all the way...” they were good I 
thought, “oh what fun it is to ride in a one horse open sleigh.”
Pop came on like some old crooner. I listened to them go 
through the song as I crept through the flower bed.
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“The horse was lean and lank, misfortune seemed his lot, we got 
into a drifted bank, and then we got upsot.”

I climbed over the railing onto the balcony and almost 
killed myself, that pillow in my gut. 
“Look Kye, look! It’s Santa! ”
Kye froze. I got myself together and worked on the slid-
ing door, it was locked. Dad came over and unlocked it, it 
took him a minute to figure out the latch. 
“Ho-Ho-Ho!” I boomed. 
“Heyyyy... Santa Claus!”
“Ho-Ho-Ho!” I boomed.
“Look Kye!... It’s Santa! ”
“Meeerrry Christmas...”  I boomed, “Ho-Ho-Ho!”
“Well,  how are you Santa? ”
“Ho-Ho-Ho - I got some presents here!”
I removed the sack from my shoulder and put it down on 
the coffee table. Kye hid behind Aunt Anne.
“Ho-Ho-Ho...”
“How’s the North Pole these days Santa? How are all the 
elves doing?” Bapsha spoke through her camera viewfind-
er.
“Oh! Ho-Ho-Ho,”  I didn’t know what to say, I dug through 
the sack looking for Kye’s airplane.  
“What do we have here! Ho-Ho-Ho,”  I’d found a box with 
Kye written on it, “this is for you Kye! ”
He came running out from behind Aunt Anne to collect 
it. 
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“Wow Kye! ” 
Kye grabbed the package from my hands and sat down 
to open it. We all watched as he tore at the paper with his 
tiny hands. 
“Santa? Santa? Did... how... I, Santa?” He ripped at the pa-
per and looked in my eyes... he didn’t recognize me. 
I noticed Lucien grinning on the far side of the room.
Cameras flashing everywhere. 
Kye got the thing open and it wasn’t an airplane, it was an 
iPad... He didn’t get it, shaking it.
“An iPad! Look Kye... it’s an iPad!” Anne bent over and 
helped him get it out of the box. Anne turned it on and 
flipped through the interface to a cartoon—it started 
playing.
“Santa! Nnm... ma, Sponge-b!  Santa!”  Kye sat staring at the 
screen.  

“Ho-Ho-Ho...”  I dug through the bag some more. The 
rest of the stuff was what it was, a bunch of best-sellers 
and some DVDs. 
“Lucien? This is for you. Ho-Ho-Ho,” Money Doesn’t Grow 
on Trees.
“And... here you are Jack,”  Say Your Prayers.
“And Bapsha...” My Life, The Early Years.

The last thing in the bag was Dad’s big airplane for Kye.
The baby sitting there on the floor staring at his new 
screen. 
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“Another one for Kye! ”  He didn’t hear me. I pulled out the 
airplane and knelt beside him.
“Santa? Nnn... nak, Sponge-b-b-s-pa!  Pna! ”  The side of his 
face turned into a smile, his eyes glued to the screen: for 
the cartoon’d been squished by a rock. 
I placed the airplane beside him and he didn’t notice.

“Ho-Ho-Ho... well, Santa’d best be off! You know - big 
world.” 
I backed towards the balcony door.
“Won’t you have some champagne Santa!” Mom waved a 
bottle of champagne. 
“Oh no, oh no. Ho-Ho-Ho.”
“Have a cup with us!”
“Alright.”
We clunked our cups together and drank. 
“Kye?  Can you say goodbye to Santa?”
He didn’t hear.
“Kye! Santa’s leaving!”
“See soo Santa,” staring at the screen.
“Meeerrry Christmaaaas... Ho-Ho-Ho.” 
I leapt over the railing and landed in a bed of mariposas.

56

“Jasper!  Where have you been?” Mom said as I walked 
into the room, “You missed Santa Claus! ”
“J-Jaspe... Sata-nav... Satn gave r...”  Kye staring at his new 
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screen. 
I sat on the bed between Dad and Uncle Jack.
“You were a great Santa Jasper,” said Jack. 
 
“This is for you!” Bapsha handed me a package and I 
opened it. The Wave, a big book with a big silver sticker 
on the cover. 
“Jennifer Gassmann...” I flipped the pages.
“It comes highly recommended.” 
“Thank-you,” we hugged.
Uncle Jack started laughing, “Oh no! We got you the 
same book!”
Sure enough. I opened my present from Jack and Anne, 
it was another copy of The Wave.
Mom poured more champagne into our cups. 
Uncle Jack opened a season of some show, next he opened 
a set of mint coins in a felt box. 
“Oh here—this one’s also for you.” Bapsha gave me an-
other package. It was with love from Aunt Teresa, my 
other aunt. The shape of it gave it away: “The Wave...”  I 
closed one eye. We all went nuts, what were the chances.

57

We walked the path to the buffet through throngs of 
families no different than our own—moms, dads, a set 
of grandparents, some kids, some teenagers... all with the 
Christmas spirit.
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“I need to walk alone...” I told Mom. 
“We’ll see you later on?” She patted me on the shoulder, 
“Christmas dinner’s at six at the Tawagoto, wear a collared 
shirt.”

58

A packed beach by midday. I walked down the stairs past 
the beach bar. I weaved my way through the bodies and 
dunked my feet in the sea. A couple of long white birds 
flew past looking for fish. They’d go way up and glide pa-
tiently along, when they spotted something they’d speed 
down and splash happily in. 
If they found a fish they’d leave with it. 
“Caw... caw...”  they cried.
The birds flew further down the beach and I followed 
them.
The waves came in slow and calm and crooked—tired 
waves. They’d been busy all night, I guess they were tired 
now. 
The birds flew on, I couldn’t keep up so let them go. I 
walked and walked beside the tired waves. The further 
you walk the better you feel. If I kept on straight I’d hit 
the end of the peninsula. 
I had to weave through a bunch of bodies every time I 
crossed in front of a resort. The same bodies every time. 
They’d be sitting there in the sun with a drink in one 
hand and a best-seller in the other.
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I came to the lava rock. I stepped carefully over the razor 
blades. From the tip of the peninsula I had an extend-
ed view of the resorts, about thirty big buildings in the 
shrub. Huge rectangles lining the bay. 
   
What was on the other side of the peninsula, I walked.

“Hello? ”

I stopped.

“Hello? ”

I turned.

“Hello? ”

I looked.

A young black man in dirty blue overalls walked out 
from the shrub above the beach, his missing teeth black 
gaps.
“Friend wait - cigarette for me? ”
His muscular half naked body glistening, and those 
cheek bones.
“Why you no like Cuban peoples?”
I gave him a cigarette.
“Fire? ” He lit an imaginary match. I handed him my 
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lighter and he held it.
“Where from?” He asked.
“Deutschland...”
“What yoo name? ”
“Tod.”
“I name Hay-Zus, Ha-Zeuz...” he beat his chest, “hotel you 
stay?”
“Club Fortuna,”  I lied. 
“Ah! Very good one? Is? ”  
He lit the cigarette finally but kept the lighter, “You 
shampoo for Hayzeuz?”
“No shampoo...” I didn’t have any shampoo on me, “nice 
to meet you.”
I started walking back the way I’d come—back towards 
the Paradisus.
“Wait... friend! Why no take fire? ”  He showed me my lighter.
“You keep it.”
“Stop!”
I kept walking.
“Why you no like Cuban people? ”
I stopped. 
“Tiene usted un peso para Hayzeuz? ”  He came after me, “Un 
peso para mi bebito? ”
It was just us two on the peninsula’s tip. 
“I’m sorry,”  I turned and started walking.
“Amigo, un peso para mi bebito,”  his mouth yawed, “no peso? ”
“No.”
“Look me, look me!” I looked back at him as I walked.
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“I poor, you understand... you understand.”
I understood. He knew I had money on me—and he knew 
I knew he did. I had two ten peso bills and one five peso 
bill in my pocket.
“You peso for me?”
Maybe if I gave him the five peso bill he’d leave me alone 
I thought, I had about a thirty minutes walk back to the 
resort and didn’t want to spend it with Heyzeus.
“No... sorry.” 
The first resort was ten minutes up the beach. 
“Give me peso! ” 
He put a hand on my shoulder and slid in front of me, his 
yellow breath in my face.

I ran down the beach, both my sandals flew off as I ran. 
He caught up and leapt onto my back like a monkey, the 
both of us crashing into the sand. He wrapped an arm 
around my neck and squeezed. I struggled but it was no 
use, I ran out of breath. I found my pesos and tossed them 
onto the sand. 
That’s all it took—he grabbed the money and went back 
into the shrub. 

59

Heyzeus, the one who lurks at the edge of resorts, 
I guess if I was Heyzeus I would have lurked in the same 
spot. 
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Bodies swarming the beaches. Garbage everywhere. 
Pink skin sweating. 
Booze. 
I wondered what they’d vacated, they were so vacant. 
I got to disliking just about everybody but Heyzeus.

61

When I got back to the Paradisus the sun was setting on 
the waves. 

“Jasper! ” Lucien and the Indian, they had the guitar and 
were playing it on the beach. 
“Hey, like... listen to this!” Lucien strummed.
They had a nice spot picked out, a shared angle on the 
sunset amongst many.
The beach bartender came around, “Drink? ”
“Daiquiri...” I said.
“Me too!”
“Fuck yeah,”  the Indian wanted one too.
“Ollie’s back from the hospital... like, thirteen stitches in 
his head, you seen AJ?” Lucien asked.
Thirteen stitches.
We drank our daiquiris and I drank mine fast and stopped 
shaking.
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“I need to lie down...” I said, “dinner’s at the Tawagoto.”
“Oh... sss... yeah.”

62

I weaved through the bodies and found a chair to lay on. 
The sun setting on my eyelids, tangled red, little polka 
dots appearing in the spider webs.  
A topless middle aged woman’s boobs sweating next to 
dead fish.
Top forty on the stereo by the pool bar, frantic dancing 
lessons:

“...For the weekend - to - begin.
I...       I can’t...          And makin’ what I can...

And shakin’...
got to get my fix              —           and    fly   tonight.”

You couldn’t see the sand really, so many bodies. Wet 
towels and sun umbrellas covered in Coca-Cola. Hot 
flesh in the dying sun. The rhythm beat on, screaming 
keyboards and the fluctuating falsetto voice of some jerk 
from California.

I went to the bar.
“I’m gonna try all these before I’m done here!” 
I recognized her by the big pink plastic sunglasses with 
the fiery lenses. Little Sienna standing beside me point-
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ing to the chalk board menu above the bar. I followed her 
finger.
“Even the Shirley Temple?” I asked.
“Oh yes - all of them!”  She smiled.  She had a long un-
healed gash across her forehead but other than that she 
was fine. Young and thin and tight.
“You’re lookin at my cut aren’t you?”
“Mmm? ”  I’d been looking at it. 
Her little pink bikini top had nothing in it, not that I felt 
sexy or anything, she just shouldn’t have been wearing it.
“On my forehead...”
“Oh yes, I see.”  A long unhealed gash across her fore-
head.
“I bumped my head last night!” She laughed.
I couldn’t really hear her over the music—it sure didn’t 
take much to picture the accident. 

I ordered a drink, “Shirley Temple - with vodka.”
“Same...”  Sienna lowered the sunglasses at me. 

63

You’ve never seen so much skin in your life, bodies 
washed ashore - whale ones, translucent ones, ones with 
fake boobs, skeletons, blobs, apple-red ones, ones reading 
best-sellers...  

The music screamed:
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 “Thump-thump, thump-thump...” 
  “Get up - get up, get busy, busy... 
                   before the night is over-ver-ver-ver...     
                           before the night is o-verrr...”

I stepped over the bodies with my Shirley Temple.

“Thump-Thump-Thump, CH-CH-CH, Thump...”
I walked to the thumps. 
     “Thumpit-y  Thum-p...”

I couldn’t stop walking to the thumps, they thumped on. 
At first I tried to walk faster than the thumps, but that 
put me into a sort of awkward jog. Next I tried walking 
slower than the thumps, but at that pace it would’ve tak-
en forever to get anywhere. 
I felt the bass: 

 “Oh baby...work it work it, 
      work it work it work it
          work work work...
              work it work it work it
            work work work work work work...” 

Some kids had a big beach volleyball game going on, 
their ball got loose and found my feet. Three young girls 
in tiny bathing suits plus little Sienna plus four huge 
dudes leaping around in board shorts. Bleached hair. 
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None of them came for the ball.
“Yo! ” A dude yelled. I looked down at the ball and up at 
them, they were quite a ways away.
“Thumpity-thumpity-thumpity.”
I kicked the ball hard as I could. 

64

“Jasper! ”
Everyone had their Japanese headbands on in the Tawag-
oto restaurant. 
“You’re late! ”
Plastic Yin-Yang lanterns drooping from the roof, crin-
kled yellow paper walls, faux-wood floors, bamboo rods 
without purpose. Very low tables with cushions to sit on.
The waitresses, all of them black, wore long red kimonos 
stitched with waterfalls and butterflies. 
On a hook on the wall hung Buddha and on another hook 
hung Ganesha. Burnt faces to match. 
“Hey,” I said. 
Everyone nodded as I sat down on a cushion.
Mom helped me tie my headband on, the red circle on 
my forehead.
“Well isn’t this nice, isn’t it? ”  Bapsha’s eyebrows lowered 
and raised.
Symbols painted on everything, I wondered what they 
read:
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A waitress appeared with two chopsticks stuck in her bun, 
“Irashi-mass! ” 
She put a plastic menu in my lap. Half Japanese food and 
half other stuff like fish n’ chips & hot-dogs.  
Lucien sat there at the head of the table with his bony 
knees poking out the rips in his jeans, stains on his shirt, 
hair gushing above and below the headband. 
“Man, like... ss-ss-ss... I don’t know,” he stuck his nose in the 
menu, “like... I’m not eating! ”
“Come on Lucien!” Mom gave him the eye, “It’s Christ-
mas dinner!”
“But like, bu”  Jack cut him off, “So order something and 
ask for it without meat you goose!” 
We talked about meat—Lucien kept it going.

 “I’ll have the sushi boat.” I ordered the sushi boat, Dad 
ordered lasagna, I forget what Pop ordered, Lucien got a 
veggie stir-fry. 
It was dark but I was really hungry and it was Christmas 
Eve. 
Aunt Anne sat beside me in a long Hindu cape thing, 
she’d spent some time in India when she was younger and 
it was something she liked to talk about, “Yeah... in India 
they seem to have a better way of looking at things than 
we do,” she said, “and they’re always smiling! ”  She smiled.

Some of the other guests’d gone out of their way Japa-
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nese. The table next to ours featured a woman in wooden 
geisha shoes, I saw the shoes because she’d sprawled her-
self out on her cushion like a Great Pyrenees. 

“Boat?”

I wasn’t paying attention...

“Boat?”

I’d been looking around...

“Boat? ”

I spotted Stacey Coachman on the other end of the 
room—she had herself squeezed into the tiniest little red 
tube-top with a plume of volcanic ash erupting from the 
top.
 
“Boat?”

I turned around, “Oh, yes,” I took the boat. 
A long wooden boat with a bunch a neatly arranged 
sushi on it, short white columns of rice wrapped in sea-
weed, green and orange centers. On the bow rode wasabi. 
I popped one into my mouth and chewed, a little dry but 
pretty good. The rice stuck to my gums so I swished with 
sake. A little dry but pretty good.
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“Well well Jasper... mmm hmm!  How is it?” Uncle Jack eyed 
my boat. 
“A little dry,” I swallowed another.
“I’ll trade one a these here dolmas for a piece,” Jack slid 
one across his plate.
Jack’d ordered lamb again. 
“Which one?” I’d seen his dolmas and wanted one, they 
were big and green and very good looking. 
“Well, is there a California roll?”  He leaned over the ta-
ble and eyed my boat. 
“I can’t tell...” all the same. 
“Well, how’s bout one a those tasty looking orange ones!”
“Crab,”  I picked it up and put it in his palm.
“Oh yeah, that’s pretty good!” He chewed. 
I chewed the dolma.

“Wine?” The bottle came over my shoulder. 
“Could you leave a bottle on the table?” Mom asked.
“Yes,”  the waitress left the bottle.
“How’s your ginger beef?” Uncle Jack eyed Mom’s dish.
“It’s the best ginger beef I’ve ever had! ”  She licked the sticky 
brown sauce from her fingers, “And I love these dump-
lings!”
“This is excellent pad thai,” added Aunt Anne.
Bapsha’d ordered the same, “Yes, it really is exquisite, isn’t 
it?”
“Well well... Lucien-Lucien-Lucien, how’s that?” Jack sniffed 
the air.
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“Oh, ha... yeah, like, it’s really really good... sss...”
“So... what is it you got there?” Jack sniffed.
“Oh ah, like, it’s the veg stir-fry... ha-ha.”
“I’ll trade you one a these little dolmas for a bite, what 
you think bout that!”
“Oh, like.. you can just have one...”
Lucien prepared a bite for Uncle Jack and handed over 
the fork.
Jack chewed, “Oh, whadayaknow, great, great!” 
“Yah, ss-ss-ss.”
“Hot damn!”

65

“I can’t get enough of these dumplings!” Mom forked up 
the last one from the plate, “You all had one?”
Jack nodded.
“Want another?”
“Um... you know, nope. I’m cool!”
“Well does anyone want one before I eat them all!” Mom 
glanced around, “Anne?”
“Fine thank you.”
“Lucien?” She shook the dumpling at him.
“Oh, ah... like, ss-ss-ss, does it have meat in it?”
“I don’t think so?”  She studied the dumpling.
“But, sss, like.... how you know for sure?”
“Come on! You won’t regret it,” she brandished the dump-
ling.
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“Jasper—you had one?”
“I did.”
“Well alright,” she held the ugly gray sack in the air, it’d 
probably gone cold, “alright... if no one wants it than I’ll 
eat it... last chance...”
We all considered the dumpling.
“Laaast chance...” 
The skin began to tear, you could see inside it now. A 
little dead animal, a mouse without legs or a head. 
“Alright, I’ll have it,” I said.
It was delicious.

66

“Shall we have dessert?” Bapsha’s got a sweet tooth.
“Oh no! No! Shh...”  Anne put a finger to her lips and mo-
tioned towards Kye. It was too late, Kye’d heard. 
“I! Nn, mni... Mommy! Dess’t! ”
“Maybe something little, Kye,” Uncle Jack reached over 
and patted him on the head. 
“Waiter!” Mom motioned, the waitress came over with 
dessert menus. We had a choice between cheese cake, 
fudge or ice cream.  They had a cheese platter too which 
excited me.
“?” 
The Geisha smiled. 
“Cheese platter please.”
“?”
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“Some wine.”
She wrote it down and our eyes met. She had a nice face 
for a black person, all that white face paint, two red cir-
cles on her cheeks. 

“What did you order?” Aunt Anne always asks her ques-
tions like you’re laying on a sofa. 
“I ordered the cheese platter...”
“Why did you do that?”
“I feel like cheese...”
“Why?”
“I like the strong taste.”
“The strong taste?”
“The bite of cheese...”
“You prefer strong flavors to mild ones?” 
“I do.”
“I see...” her eyebrows raised. 
I didn’t get it. 
“Why... what did you order?” I asked.
“I didn’t order anything.”
I didn’t get it.

67

“So Lucien—where ya been working?” Uncle Jack and 
Lucien’d been talking. 
“Oh like, I had this job at the golf course last summer... 
like, I got two free games a week, ha. Now I work a till at 
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Safeway, it sucks but I get discounts... like... ss-ss-ss...”
Lucien lazed on his cushion with his nails in his mouth, 
trying to scrape the deep dirt out. 
“Oh... so you must meet some interesting people?”
“No! Ha, no, like... they’re all old, and like, ss-sss, they’ve 
been working there all their lives.”

I stuffed the cheese in my mouth. 

Maybe we’d never get out of that place, never ever. 

I stuffed more cheese in my mouth.

“It’s late,” said I, “anyone care to go for a stroll? ”  I didn’t want 
anyone to come but I’d have felt like a jerk just abandon-
ing the table on my own. 
“Sure! Kye should get some exercise before bed...” Anne 
patted Kye, he sat there with his big headphones on star-
ing at his screen. Great, I thought. 
We got up.
“We’ll be in the lounge if you’re looking for us,” Mom 
said.

68

The night didn’t seem so dark with all those Christmas 
lights blinking away all over the place. We strolled slow-
ly through the resort, Kye’s a really slow walker.
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“Do they celebrate Christmas in Cuba?” I asked.
“Oh yes—what do you call this? ”
Anne was referring to all the Christmas stuff everywhere.
“I mean in small towns and stuff.”
“Hmm, not sure.”
“Mommy?” Kye interrupted, “Is, do... Mommy? Do this, do 
this!” 
A small brown leaf held in his little hand. 
“A leaf!” Anne accepted the small brown leaf.
“No! Nnn, Mommy! Do it! ”
“Do what?” 
“Can? Do... Mommy? Do it!”
“I don’t know what you want me to do Kye.”
Kye began to cry.

69

I bet they didn’t observe it the same way...
stringing cut down trees with popcorn and foam,
hanging plastic orbs from everything,
going on va—ca—tion,
wrapping up toasters and best-sellers and a bunch of oth-
er crap from the mall.

70

I walked down to the ocean to check out the waves. Calm 
and dark, I guess it was overcast because there weren’t 
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any stars really. The sky was so dark. When a wave would 
crash it’d crash all at once, the whole thing folding all the 
way down—throwing drops from the crest. Waves usually 
break in a few spots only. I watched them for a while. The 
foam turned yellow, it frothed yellow along the shore. 
“Sir-Sir... please.”
I turned.
“No safe, no safe beach.” 
One of the red shirt hotel guys, all the same.
“Why?” I asked.
“It too dark now, you come is day.”
“I’m alright.”
“No-sorry. Too night now... bad...”  he said. 
“Don’t you worry about me.”
“Please, please,”  he motioned.
“Fine.”

71

I followed him away from the water, he led me to the bar. 
I ordered whiskey and drank it on one of the stools, it 
made me feel good. 
Maybe it really was dangerous down there. 
The bar had the Christmas Spirit—muscle, gel, Prada, Ar-
mani, blondes, grins, laughs, gin, vodka, rum, whiskey, 
tequila shooters. I listened to this guy next to me go nuts 
with his buds: 
“Fucking shit - you fucking serious? ”  He drank, “I can’t believe 
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that fucking shit! ” 
“Yo! Fucking believe it bro - Fuck me! ”

72

“Jasper! ”  Oliver appeared with a brown cotton swab taped 
to his forehead.
“How’re you?” He asked.
“I’m good,” I said, “but how are you?”
That big brown swab on his forehead.
“Oh... yea-hhh. I’m feeling a lot better,  I was in the hospital.”
“I heard.”
“Yeah—twenty five stitches.”
I’d heard thirteen. 
“Drink?” 
“Oh, no... I’m done drinking,” he said.
“That’s a good idea.”
“I don’t remember what happened, do you?”
“No,”  I lied. 
“This is my big night! ”   he said.
“We go home tomorrow...”   he said.

“Yeah.”
“I’m not sure...”
“It’s alright...”

“Well,” I said, “we should have a drink.”
“No, I can’t do it...” he said.
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“I understand,” that cotton swab, “Where’s AJ?”
“Haven’t seen him since I got back from the hospital.”
I drank my whiskey and got another. Poor Oliver,  I thought.
“See you around?” He smiled.
“Yeah.”
“Good!” He went away for good.

I drank the second whiskey. 

I liked Oliver a lot.

73

“Hey!” One of the guys next to me spun around on his 
stool cock-eyed, his face all sweaty and red and puffy and 
rediculous
“We were wondering,” he started, “We were wondering... 
like, are you a fuckin’ faggot or what?”
“I’m alright”
“You’re alright? ” They all laughed, they were the guys I’d 
seen playing volleyball down at the beach, they had their 
girls around them too, “you’re alright?”
They all laughed
“I’m okay”
“You’re okay?”  They all laughed
“I asked you a question!” The main one got going, “I asked 
you a fuckin’ question! Are you a fucking faggot or what? 
You like to fuck other dudes?”
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I drank my drink
“You look like a fucking faggot!”
They all laughed
“You fuck other dudes?”
His face came within an inch of mine, 
“Yes,” I said
“He’s a faggot! He’s a faggot! ”
They killed themselves— 
“Are you a faggot?” He couldn’t talk
They killed themselves— 
“I’m alright” I said
“You’re alright? ” They all laughed, “You’re alright! He fucks 
other dudes! 
Hey faggot, where you going? ”

74

I left the bar and I found everyone over by the piano. 
Mom, Dad, Jack and Pop.
“Who were those kids you were talking to?” Mom asked.
“Some kids.”
“Cigar?” Dad held one up.
I bit the tip and chewed it.
Dad lit a match carefully, we leaned into the flame to-
gether.
“I love a good cigar...”  Dad puffed.
I could hear those guys killing themselves at the bar.
Dad smoked his cigar, a straw hat atop his head lowered 
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over his eyes, one of those straw hats with the black band 
around the rim. 
“How’s your cigar?”
“Good.” 
I tried to blow a smoke ring, a shapeless gray cloud left 
my mouth. You’ve got to use your tongue to make the 
hole.

“Sooo Jasper...” Uncle Jack began, “we were just discussing 
communism... what do you think?”
I thought about it, I’d had a lot to drink.
“What about it?” I removed the cigar from my lip.
“Is it fair?” He asked.
“To who?”
“To the people!”
“Very fair.”
“What if you’re capable? ”
“Of what?”
“Of getting rich! ”
“You’ll find a way.”
“So it isn’t fair!”
“To who.”
“To the people! ”
“Very fair.”
I put the cigar back into my mouth.
“Well that’s just not communism!” 
Probably right—the blobs and shapes covering his shirt 
moving as he did, that long face of his smiling.
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“Where’s Lucien?” I asked.
“He came by a while ago,” Mom said, her face tightened, 
“Jasper, we’re worried about him... is he okay? ”
“He’s fine.”
“He’s been drinking a lot, we’re worried...” she put a hand 
on my knee—everyone else got busy talking about some-
thing interesting, “what do you think?”
“I’m sure he’s fine at home.”
“What do you mean?”
“At home I’m sure he’s fine...”
“You think it’s the resort? ”
I didn’t understand, “What do you mean?” I asked.
“You think it’s the resort that’s bad for him?”
“I don’t know, he has friends.”
“Do they need alcohol to have fun?”
I can’t stand when people get into that, if you want to 
get into that you’d better not have a drink in your 
hand.  

Pop and Jack were talking excitedly about something 
and I couldn’t get in. It’d gotten late. Two skinny black 
guys in hot pink capes dancing through the crowd, it was 
supposed to be funny—and it was.
“Anyone want anything?” I stood up.
“No, thank-you,” everyone said.
I walked to the bar and walked straight for everyone.
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“Hey faggot! Come here”
I pretended not to hear
“I said come here”
The leader flailing his arms around, there were about 
a hundred people around. The very same bunch in the 
very same order, but they’d had a couple more tequila 
shooters you could tell
“What do faggots drink?” They exploded, “You want a 
fucking cosmo don’t you... don’t you! ”
I sat
“He wants a fucking cosmo!”  They screamed
The leader’s flat red lips folded into his mouth and 
popped out wet, his fish mouth gaping 
“Bartender! Bartender! Get this faggot a fucking cosmo! ”
“Cosmo?” The bartender shook his head
“A cosmopolitan!”
“Cozshmon? ”
“A cosmopolitan!”
“Acon-politicia? ”
“A Cosmo-Politan! ”
The bartender knew it and made it, I watched as he nim-
bly fixed it, he added some ice to it, cranberry juice and 
something else, he topped it off with vodka and stirred it 
around, it came down in a martini cup
“Here ya go - faggot”
I took a gulp, bitter, a ton of vodka, it wasn’t bad
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“How’s that! How’s that - faggot” 
One of his girls gave me the eye
“You like it?” he screamed, “I asked you a fucking question! ”
“It’s alright” I picked it up and started walking
“Where the fuck you think you’re going? ”
I kept walking

76

Dad and Mom were alone now on the couch by the piano.
“Friends?” Mom asked.
“Same kids as before,” I drank the cosmo.
“Well, we’re going to bed—it’s late, long day,” said Mom,
Dad nodded, “...so we’ll see you in the morning.”
They stood up and went off, they were good together and 
I felt good about watching them together.

I sat alone and finished the cosmo. The place had calmed 
down quite a bit, a couple of people lingering about. 

77

“Look what we got here, it’s the faggot!” I wasn’t listening. It 
was just the leader and his big friend now
“Cocksucker! ” They wobbled over, “You want another fuck-
ing cosmo—don’t you... you faggot!” He chortled, the big 
one gagged 
“Yeah” I said
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“You want a fucking cosmo? ”
“Yeah” I said
He bit his tongue for his big friend
“He wants a fucking cosmo! ”
“I dunno...” his big friend turned green as plants
“I dunno...” he bent over
“I dunno...” he gagged
“Ah, I dunno...” he wobbled to the railing and wrapped his 
big fingers around the pole
“I dunno...” 
A  stream  of  yellow  liquid  poured  from  his  mouth  
into  the  garden

“Fuck man! ” 
“I dunno...” his big buddy wobbled into the dark.
 
“Hey faggot...” ... “Hey cosmo...”

“Sit down”  I said

He sat down in a chair across from me, a huge body 
slumped in a chair, his eyes softened, his big red jersey, a 
bull running through a pair of scissors

“What’s your name?” I asked
“You wanna know my fucking name now faggot! ”

“Gareth...”
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“Jasper”
“What kind of a fuckin’ name is that!” He slumped lower

“You don’t know! ”  He slumped a little lower, “You godda 
be fucking shitting me! Why the fuck’m I even talking 
t’you, faggot? ” His eyes raised so I looked at his eyes
“You looking at me faggot?”
He got to his feet
“Are you looking at me faggot?”
He puffed his chest and towered up
“Why are you looking at me, faggot? ”
I tried to dodge it but it came too fast, his fist hit the side 
of my head, I fell off my seat and landed on the floor.

78

“Yo... sss,”  Lucien rolled over in our bed, we both had our 
clothes on, “I got back at like, like ahh, six AM... sss...”
I rubbed my bump. 
“Like, there’s that chick from South London again, sss... we 
were drinking vodka on the beach, saw the sunrise,” he 
giggled, “I ended up sleeping in her room, like... ss-ss-ss...”
I rubbed my bump. 
I got out of bed and had a shower, the water dribbling out 
onto my bump.
The telephone rang. 
“Ring... Ring...”  
They’d installed a telephone beside the toilet, across from 
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the shower,
“Ring... Ring...” 
The telephone rang, 
it wouldn’t stop ringing...
“Rin”—“Hello?” I answered. “Jasper!” Mom, “What you 
guys doing?” Good reception, “Nothing”—“Well, we’re go-
ing snorkeling, if you want to come!”—“Snorkeling.”—
“Yeah, well if you’re interested I’ll sign you guys up!”—
“I’ll ask Lucien.” I left the phone on the toilet and went to 
ask Lucien, he’d fallen asleep. “I’ll come, Lucien doesn’t 
feel like it.”—“Okay, I’ll sign just you up! Meet us in the 
lobby in fifteen.”—“Alright.” 
She hung up. 

79

Another fine day with good weather. They were all in the 
lobby, Mom, Dad, Uncle Jack and Aunt Anne. A big snor-
keling crowd, maybe thirty people. We stood in the group 
waiting for something to happen, shuffling our feet.

“Welcome friends! ” A fit brown guy sprung from a door 
behind us, “I Carajo!”
“Hi Carajo!” Everyone chimed. 
An enormous woman to my side let out a little yelp of 
pleasure.
“I Carajo—you snorkel teacher! We go snorkel! ”  He dragged 
the words out. We followed him.
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“In the pool?” We followed.
“Yeah, right,” Mom pinched her eyebrows together and 
looked around.
“There’s a mandatory pool lesson before you can rent a 
mask...” Uncle Jack knew.
Mom frowned, “Are you kidding! ” 
We buckled up our life jackets.
We gathered at the edge of the pool and watched Carajo 
dive in, floating in the toilet.
Carajo popped out of the pool, “Hello, welcome!” His 
voice rubber on rubber. He strapped a snorkel to his head 
and explored the pool for us. Every so often he’d stop and 
give advice. 
“You see? Is easy! ”
He demonstrated. 
“I don’t know if I can do this,” I said.
“Come on Jasper... it’ll just be another minute,” Dad didn’t 
like it either. 
Carajo kept going, you could tell Carajo was having lots 
of fun in the pool, what were they paying him.
“Everyone—snorkel!” 
Carajo pointed to the masks, they were in plastic cartons 
behind us. The one I got was brand new. It took a while 
for everyone to figure theirs out. The enormous woman 
needed a hand with hers, too bad. My mask rubbed my 
bump.
“Everyone! Snorkel!  Pool!” Carajo dog paddled around.  We 
all slipped in and snorkeled around. Huge pool, but not 
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nearly big enough for thirty snorkelers. 

The bottom of the pool was green.

I got out and watched it all from a deck chair. Bodies flap-
ping around, plastic tubes pointing upward. Uncle Jack 
got out and came over. 
“I think I’ve got the hang of it,”  he joked, he had on a little 
hot pink bathing suit. 
“Nice suit,” I pointed, he nodded.
“I must go...” I said.
“We’ve already paid.” 
“It wasn’t included?”
“Nope! ”

Everyone popped out of the pool, the enormous woman 
flopped out.
“Everyone is good!” Carajo reassured us, his tight body stood 
dripping in the sun. What were they paying him.
“Now we ocean! ”  He stretched ocean long as it would go. 
We followed him from the pool to the beach. We’d’ve fol-
lowed Carajo anywhere.
“Where are we going?” I asked. 
Dad answered, “There’s a reef column just off shore,” he 
pointed, “we have to take a boat.”
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Down at the beach they’d prepared four modern motor-
boats for us, we climbed aboard one of the four. The enor-
mous woman climbed aboard our boat and almost sunk 
us. Her side of the boat sat noticeably lower in the water. 
So shy. 
The waves crashing against the side of the boat. Calm in 
the distance.
The shore shrunk and so did the resort, the further we 
drove the more resorts came to sight—six, ten, fourteen, on 
and on and on.

“What you think’s on the other side of that peninsula?” 
Uncle Jack pointed. 
We cut through the waves. 
Jack pointed at Heyzeuz’ peninsula.
“I don’t know,” I said.
The motor whined.
“I don’t know,” I said, “more resorts?”
Jack laughed.

“Everyone!” Carajo’s boat sliced the waves beside ours, 
his foot up on the bow, “Everyone! Ready, we ready?” 
The enormous woman put down her goggles and stuck 
the snorkel in her mouth and breathed through it for the 
rest of the ride.
A patch of sea ahead thrashed as if with the frenzy of 
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fish, we went towards it. Hundreds of snorkels sticking 
up from the water, hundreds of snorkelers investigating 
the small reef. Our boat stopped on the outskirts of the 
frenzy beside many more boats. Carajo hopped into our 
boat and lashed it to his with rope.
“Good—everyone! ” Carajo leaped overboard, it would’ve 
been hard to get out of the boat any other way.
“Alright,” Dad dove in and I followed, into a sea of thrash-
ing bodies, legs and feet and arms kicking and flapping 
everywhere, 
I think a lot of people were just trying to get themselves 
back into the boats.
The reef a blur ten feet below.
I spotted the enormous woman, she didn’t have to swim 
at all—floating peacefully along. 
If there were fish we’d scared them off. 
I saw the reef, it shone gray and green. Long tentacles 
reaching up for us, spike balls, a set of brown lips, only 
immobile stuff.
You couldn’t swim far without bumping into another 
snorkeler. The reef wasn’t very wide, a big column. We 
snorkeled above. 

I swam to the edge of the reef and swam past it. 
I swam and swam towards the open ocean. 

“Everyone! ”  Carajo pulled his boat up beside me, “We go 
back! ”
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“This is delicious huh!” Anne slurped down a spoonful of 
chicken noodle soup and raised her chin, we were in the 
buffet for dinner again, all nine of us, “Slurp.”
“How is snorkeling?” Bapsha asked.
Mom smiled, “I don’t know...”
“Well that is good,” Bapsha likes to say good with empha-
sis on the first 0. 
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“Yo, sss, this is Rico, sss-sss,”
I found Lucien at the bar later that evening, he’d made 
friends with a big Mexican guy, “he’s from Columbia!”
Look at that brute—a huge brown monster. I shook his 
hand.

“But like, you’ve got the best cocaine - right!” Lucien contin-
ued.
Rico frowned, “No, fucking, you know, why everyone say?” 
“It’s like, they like... it’s true though right!”
“Fucking, people say to me this, coka-coka-coka, all time.”
“Yeah! Because like, it’s, it’s like, sss... Columbia! ”
“But I know nothing coka, fucking, Rico no coka!”
“Yes okay yes, like... yeah, but I mean like, like...”
“No!  Cocaine Rico no!” He stood up off his stool, a real 
monster.
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“No but I don’t mean you do it! Like, I don’t mean that 
you like do cocaine, I mean in Columbia, like, the best cocaine 
is from Columbia...”
“Fucking, mouths shut! ”  He lurched forward, “Mouthing! ”
“Um like, I’m just saying a point,”  Lucien stood.
“You shut the fuck, shut the mouthing! ” 
A real stand-off now. 
Lucien kept his cool. 
Rico waited. 
Lucien let it go.
They sat down and ordered vanilla vodka shots.

“Yeah, sss, I haven’t seen that many...” 
“Fucking! Rico fuck different girl every night!” He said, “I 
fuck so many girl.”
He turned to me, “You like fuck girl? ” 
I nodded.
“Why serious? Why you no smile?” He grinned at Lucien, 
“Why he no smile? ”
Lucien giggled.
“You smile for Rico!”
I smiled for him.
“I fuck girl different night, I fuck-fuck-fuck! ”  He humped 
the air, “You fuck how many girl?”
I thought about it, “Six.”
“Six! You fuck six girl? I see you face! You lie! Six! I don’t 
think.”
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“Lucien!” He threw an arm around Lucien, “We fuck girl 
tonight!”
They started talking again so I went to the bathroom. 

I went down to the beach and sat on a chair in the dark, 
the resort behind Vegas. A hot late night. No moon. I lay 
on the chair and pictured a perfect place, what it’d be like 
there. I pictured a place that everyone likes. I listened to 
the waves. 
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Our room had yet to be cleaned by the maids. I dug 
through the garbage looking for the guitar and found it 
under a bank of wet towels. 
I took the guitar and walked back towards the dark beach 
with a rare good feeling in me: a warm wind, the dark 
green plants in the night. Nobody was around so I played 
the guitar as I walked, low warm notes.

“There! Fucking, you!”
The Columbian had found me, I kept going.
“You is stop! ”
He weaved up the path.
“Lucien! You is shit!” He swore, “Fucking! ”
He put his hands on my shoulders - his yellow breath in 
my face.
I ran. 
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He caught up to me and leapt onto my back like a mon-
key, the both of us crashing onto the path. He wrapped 
an arm around my neck and squeezed. I struggled, I ran 
out of breath.
A knee came up into my gut so I curled over, when I 
curled over I felt his elbow on my back. I lay on the path 
in a ball.
“You Lucien, fucking speak say again? ”  He swore, “You fuck-
ing say?” He kicked me in the belly, “Say now? ” 
He kicked the guitar, it flew over to a maids hut and 
crashed against the wall,
“Twang.”
He spat and missed. I stayed down. 
“Fucking! ”
He spat on my face. 

He lumbered off.
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“Ring... Ring...”
“Ring... Ring...”
“Ring... Ring...”  it wouldn’t stop.
“Ring... R,”  I picked up.
“Are you okay?” Mom asked.
“I’m alright.”
“It’s just, it’s five in the afternoon... you’ve been asleep all 
day!”
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I remembered everything.
“Lucien there?” She asked.
“He’s not.”
“Where is he?”
“I’m sure he’s fine.”
“We’re having dinner at the Stronzata tonight at six, if you 
see Lucien could you tell him?”
“I’ll tell him.”
“Okay, see you soon!”
“Alright.”
“Wait—wait!  Don’t forget to wear a collared shirt.”
“Yeah.”
“Tell Lucien too!”
“Alright.”
“Okay, see you soon!” She hung up.
I took myself to the mirror room. My face caked in paint 
and my nose newly angled. I took a shower, hot as I could 
stand. 
The soap did nothing but get in my eyes. 
The blood started running again.

I cracked my knuckles and slapped myself.
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“Jasper!” Uncle Jack called from a big square table in the 
corner. I took a seat.
“How did your day go?” Bapsha asked.
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“Fine.” 
“What sort of activities did you get up to?”
I couldn’t tell if she actually wanted to know or if she’s 
just being polite.
“I went for a walk.” 
“Oh?  Pop and I went for a nice walk this morning!”
“Where to?”
“Well, we went down to the beach and walked to the edge 
of the resort. Very nice.”

The restaurant could have been any Italian restaurant 
anywhere, this Stronzata: red checkered table clothes, 
huge wine cups, a menu full of pizza and pasta and 
cheese, opera music.
“Wine?” The bottle passed over my shoulder and contin-
ued towards the rim of my cup.
“Glug—Glug...”  it flowed. 
“Thank you.”

“But... like... ss-ss-ss... ha!” 
Lucien had a spot between Mom and Pop on the far end. 
“Like, but like... sss, like, I just know! ”
Aunt Anne and him were talking, “You can’t elaborate?”
“Well, umm... I guess like I dunno, tss-ss...” he tittered.
“But without them who’d enforce the law?”
“Well yeah, like, whatever I guess though—I just hate the 
police, like... yeah.”
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“Jasper... what do you think?” Anne raised a brow. 
“About what?”
“How do you feel about police?”

“The police,” she raised her voice.
“I don’t break the law,” I said.
She tilted her head, “What-do-you-mean? ”  
“I’m safe.”
“Safe from what?”
“Bad guys.” 
 
“But like! But! Yeah but I mean like, it’s... man, like, I just 
hate the police!  It’s like...” 
The table went quiet, 
“Like, like... ssss! They’re assholes! ”
When he said that Pop grimaced. I grimaced too, maybe 
everyone grimaced. 
“Lucien,” Anne frowned, patting little Kye on the head. 
“What! Like, like, ahhh... you don’t even know!” He tight-
ened his jaw, “Like me and Seb were just walking and 
these cops like stopped us and cuffed us!”
“Why! ”  Mom straightened.
“Well like, sss... we went on this roof and like there were 
these sirens so we got down and like we started running 
and we got so far away just me and Seb and like an hour af-
ter we were on the roof or whatever some cops drove up 
like and they cuffed us—so we were like—yo—like what 
roof?  Like, prove it! ”
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Pop got ready to burst.
“So like, sss, so like... we were like - what roof? Prove it! It 
wasn’t us! ”
“But it was,”  I said.
He shook his head, “But how’d they know? Like... sss...” 
“You were on the roof?”
“Yeah but like... they like—they had no proof!”
“You were on the roof.”
“They had no proof though! Li ”  Uncle Jack cut in, “What 
roof is this anyway?” 
“Well like, ahh, like, there’s this strip mall by our house, 
the one with the meat shop, the one with the arcade, like... 
there’s this tree you can climb to the roof.”

“And you?” The waitress bent over.
“Salmon.” 
“Start?”
“Crab cakes.”

“Yeah like it’s a good view and like there’s never been a 
problem or anything like cause we go up there, sss,” his 
eyes went up, “cause like we go up there all the time—but 
like, the cops gave us three hundred dollar tickets!  So like... 
we’re not gonna, like, we’re not gonna pay!” He folded 
his arms. 
That did it.
“You have to pay it Lucien,” Pop boiled.
“If you don’t pay it they’ll put a warrant out for your ar-
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rest,” Dad boiled.
“But like - they can’t prove it was us! ”
“How do you know?” Mom boiled.
Aunt Anne came in,

“What if there were cameras?”
“There weren’t!”

“Maybe someone saw you.”
“No! But like—like—but it was like four!”

“Well someone had to’ve called the police.”
“But I mean... like, like... it was pitch black! ”

“Lucien, it will catch up with you.”
“I doubt it.”

“It will.”
“How? ”

“The system.”
I got a bone.

“What system? ”
“The database...”

“Ss-ss-ss... but like...”
“Anyways—you did it.”

“But they like, they like...”
“Doesn’t matter.”

“It does! ”
“It doesn’t.”

“It like, it does! ”
“Tell them that.”
“Tell them what? ”

“Tell them you were on the roof and they can’t prove it.”
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“Jasper, how is your salmon?” Pop asked.
“A bit dry.”
He’d had the salmon too, “I thought so as well.” 

“...But they can’t prove it! ”

“Well, the potatoes are very good, aren’t they?”
“They are good,” Bapsha and I ate our remaining pota-
toes. 
“Jasper! Did you bump into something? Your nose is very 
red...” Mom examined my nose.

“...Like, but like... they have no evidence! Sss...”

I rubbed my broken nose. The brown Italian returned.
“You?”
“Strawberry ice cream please.”
I wanted strawberry ice cream.
“Sorry! Oh no, no berry.”
“Vanilla?”
“No, we... no,” she went red, “vanilla no...”
“Chocolate?”
“Oh no, we no ice cream now! Is sorry.” 
“Cheese.”
She wrote it.

It came and I ate it.
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I went to bed early but I couldn’t fall asleep so I tried to 
read one of the books I’d got for Christmas but it wasn’t 
very good so I turned on the television and watched a 
woman get angry at her sister about something she’d 
said behind her back while she was away:
“I never want to see you again...”
“Fine! ”

“Knock—knock—knock.”
I got out of bed and opened the door, Lucien stood there.
“Yo, tsss, sss, sss... lost my key,” he stumbled in and sat on 
the bed.
“What did you say to Rico?” I asked.
“Oh ahh... Rico, ah... I dunno um, I can’t remember, tsssst,” 
he tittered, “like, we were all playing turkeyneck and 
there were these girls and like I think one of the girls 
was his girlfriend maybe...”
“He broke the guitar,” I went and got it, the two halves 
still attached by the strings.
I gave it to Lucien. 
“What the fuck! Like!” He examined it, “What.” 
He started crying, trying to stick the guitar back togeth-
er, “But like, but like?”
“He thought I was you.”
“But like, what did I ever do to him...”  he wept, “I’ll fucking 
kill him! Like actually! ”  He jumped up and rubbed his 
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tears back, “I got it for my birthday!”
I went over and switched off the television and dropped 
my butt into an empty beer can, it stunk. The guitar kept 
jingling.
“Like, we can’t just like not care!”
“What did you do?”
“Nothing!”
I looked at him.
“Like!”
He looked at me.
I felt like getting to sleep and getting everything in order, 
waking up early and going for a big walk and straighten-
ing things out. Maybe I’d get out of the resort for the day 
if Dad’d give me some money.
“I’m going to bed,” I said.
“You are!”
“I’m tired.”
“I’m not! ”  He put the guitar down on the bed and it start-
ed jingling again.
“Well, I am,” I took off my shirt and put on my robe.  
Lucien had got drunk at dinner, “I’m not!” 
“Alright,” I went into the bathroom, “Goodnight.”
“Yeah...”

I shut the bathroom door and turned on the hot water and 
got naked and stood in front of the mirror as it steamed 
up. Big brown bruises. 
I slept.
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“Yeah!  That was the motherfucking shit, bro!”
“Fucking.”
They screamed and laughed. 
“Two fucking flats—two fucking flats bro... holy shit!”
“These, and!” I heard clinking. 
“Yeah! ” They roared, I kept my head under the blankets. 
About five cans of beer opened at once. 
“Tee-hee-hee! ”
A girl’s nasal whine: “Wait!  Oh shit Luce—is that some-
one sleeping?” 
Two girls plus two guys plus Lucien I estimated. 
“Oh sss, yahh like—that’s my brother, umm,” slurred Luc-
ien, “like, we godda be quiet...”
“Fucking, he no chill us?” I didn’t move, that voice.
“No no, like... no,”  Lucien whimpered.
“But yo bro? Why’s he sleeping!” 
“Tee-hee-hee! ”
“Fucking, come to wake?” 
I held my breath, someone put their hand on me, a big 
palm on my back. I got a jerk. 
“What time is it?” I grumbled through the blanket. 
“He’s alive!  Fuck! He’s alive!” They all laughed.
I took the blanket off my face.
It’d been Rico’s hand that shook me. I looked at Lucien 
desperately.
“Yo, sss-ss... Rico didn’t remember breaking the guitar, but 
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he like gave me money to buy a new one!” Lucien said, 
“Like, it was kind of broken anyways... sss...”  
“This - my friend? Alright?” Rico sat down on the bed be-
side me, “Is fuck sorry guitar—Rico. We friend?”
My brother sat half grinning, he’d found two little blonde 
girls in rhinestone miniskirts, their faces plastered with 
crap. The other one was a big round kid. Rico on the edge 
of the bed.
“Friend? I serious... I serious,” Rico touched my leg through 
the blanket, “I fuck serious.”
I wasn’t about to leave him hanging.
“It’s okay,” I said.
“Yeah! ”  They all yelled, 
“Shots! ”  They all yelled. 
“Oooh! ”  Squealed the girls, “Tee-hee-hee! ”
The big kid threw a can of beer onto my bed, “Have a 
beer bro! We stole two flats!” The beer bounced off the 
mattress onto the floor, “Two fuckin’ flats! ” 
Two flats of beer on the desk. I found the beer and drank 
it in two big gulps, it worked so I got another and drank 
it the same way.
“So, is Lucien your brother?” She licked her lips, “I’m Tif-
fany.”
“Yo—shot!” The big one handed me a hotel glass full of 
rum and it spilt in my lap. I sat all the way up in bed to 
drink the remainder.
“Wait do drink it! Fucking! you now!” Rico stared at me.
“Go! ” Lucien screamed, we drank another.
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“Yo bro... fuck...”
“Ha—ha, sss.”
“Fucking...”
“Holy shit!”
“Tee-hee-hee! ”
“Oh my Lord!”
“Woooo.”
“Another!”
“Ahh, sss...”
“Ha—ha—a!”
“Tee-hee-hee! ”
“Yeah bro! Fuck!”
“No! We count!”
“Okay-okay—you count!”
“Oh fuck.”
“Motherfuck!”
“My goodness!”
“Do it bro!”
“Ahora si vamos, espera, llename el vaso completamente!”
“What! Speak English!”
“Pss-ss-ss - ha.”
“Top pour!”
“Fuck you!”
“COUNT!”
“POUR COMPLETAMENTE!”
“WHAT BRO? YOU MOTHERFUCKING FOREIGNER!”
“TOP CUP!”
“Ooo sss! ”
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“Glug—Glug—Glug.”
“Count!“
 “Si...
  UNO!
   DOS!
    TRES!
     A TOMAR!” 
“Agh...fuck!”
“Ah, sss...”
“Oh god! ”
The big kid threw his empty glass against the wall where 
it shattered to bits, his skin slid down his face and bunched 
together around his neck. 

The two ladies lying on the floor now, no way they’d be 
getting up. 

The Columbian went cabbage green in the cheeks, 
“Speeeugh,”  barf went everywhere. 
“Oh fuck bro! Oh fuck,”  the big kid cupped his mouth and 
so did I. Lucien couldn’t see what’d happened because his 
eyes were closed.
“Sss... wh at hap pen ed? ”  He asked.
“Oh fucking—oh fucking,”  Rico stumbled into the bath-
room. 
Puke on the floor, on the girls, on the bed, on the broken 
glass, bright orange sludge running down the walls.
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“Sss... ah, like... what’s, what’s ah, happ  ening? ”

“Yo!” The big kid eyed at the girls, they’d passed out. 
“Yo Tif! Tif! ” Tiffany didn’t budge. 

Tiffany’s skirt had come up around her waist. 
Tiffany wasn’t wearing any underwear—
bald crotch.

“What’s that... like, ahh. Sss-ss-ss. What’s that, ahh, smell?” 
I drank another beer and tried to clean up the puke with 
a beach towel.
“Yo bro! Those fucking girls are passed out!  Shit! I guess 
we ain’t getting any goddamn pussy tonight!” The big kid 
put his arm around me and looked at Tiffany. 
Rico flushed the toilet.
“Sss...ah,” Lucien passed out in a chair. 
Wet and sour, “I’ll find a mop.”
“Ah fuck you bro! Lets party! ”  He breathed in my face, he 
still had his arm around me. Big cheeks. 
“I need to mop this before it dries.”
“The fucking maids will mop it bro! What the fuck do you 
think we pay them for? ” 
“I should mop it.”
“What’s fucking up—bro? Fuck the fucking mop! 
FUCK IT! ”
“I should mop it.”
“You’re not fuggin goin anywhere! ” He breathed in my face, 
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his big arm hanging off my shoulder. 

I decided to leave the resort for good.
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I ducked out his arms and ran for the door, I shut the door 
behind me and ran like hell through the resort towards 
the main gate. The dark came along too and I didn’t see 
a moon. I found the front gate, the one we’d first entered 
through. The back of it brown metal, unlike the deco-
rated front.
Locked—
“Sir?” A black man in a black uniform walked out from 
the darkness.
“Open?” I asked.
“No... no... late,” he tapped his wristwatch.
I pretended to walk back to the resort, when I was out of 
view I turned and fought through the jungle towards the 
wall. 
A huge concrete wall with shattered glass embedded 
around the top. I scrambled up a tree and managed to 
get a safe grip on the top of the wall, the glass sticking up 
between my fingers. The tree snapped back and left me 
dangling about ten feet off the ground. My arms ached 
as I tried to pull myself up. Blackness everywhere. My 
shoes slipped off and fell. I hung there like a loser until 
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my arms gave out. 
“Crash.”

I landed in a pile of sticks on my back. No use getting up 
I figured. A warm quiet night. A little patch of forgotten 
jungle in the furthest corner of the resort. 
“Sir! Sir! ”
The beam of a flashlight swept along the wall above me.
“Sir!”
I got real low and covered my mouth with my hand. The 
beam made another sweep.
“No safe you here! ”  I couldn’t see him except for where the 
beam connected to the flashlight. I ducked lower.
“No safe!”
I ducked lower. A big stick had me in the back, another 
stick had me in the back of the neck. I wasn’t going to 
move though. He advanced. I held my breath. 
“Sir? What you here? ”  He found me, “What here? Cuba no 
safe!” The flashlight resting on my forehead.
“You come! You come - no safe here!”

That was that. I followed him back towards the complex. 
“Good!” He smiled.
An empty bar but for a sleeping bartender.
I chose a couch in the lounge and went to sleep.
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“Jasper? ”  Mom rolled my shoulder, “Did you sleep here?”
“Mmm?” I rolled over.
“Did you sleep here?”
“Mmm,” I slept.
“Come for breakfast with us, there’s some bad news.”
I sat up. Mom and Aunt Anne standing over me.
“There’s some bad news...” they frowned.
“What is it?”
“Bapsha’s in the hospital.”
“Why?”
“A blood vessel ruptured in her eye,” I pictured it, “she 
took an ambulance into town early this morning with 
Pop.”
“She did?” I rubbed my eyes.
“Yeah—Pop went with her.”
“When was that?”
“Very early,” Anne said. 
“Is she okay?”
“I think she’ll be fine.”
“That’s good,” I got off the couch.
“Well, Dad’s at the buffet waiting for us.”

We crossed the lounge and went into the buffet, same 
buffet.
“Hey Jasper,” Uncle Jack and Dad had a table there. Dad 
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had a big omelet on the go, maybe four eggs, lots of 
cheese, some mushrooms and spinach in there.
“Hey,” I sat down. 
Jack spooned out a piece of grapefruit.
Dad put down his fork, “you heard about Bapsha’s eye?” 
“I did... any news?”
“Pop called and said it’s fine, they gave her some medica-
tion. It’ll clear up in a couple of weeks.”
“What will clear up?”
“Well—right now her eye is full of blood.”
“That’s great!” Mom said.

I went and got an omelet of my own. The chef grinned 
when I held up four fingers. He broke the eggs into a 
bowl and scrambled the yolks with a whisk. I piled my 
plate with shredded pork and diced vegetables and hand-
ed the plate to him over the grill. He tossed the scram-
bled eggs onto the flat-stove, they hissed and screamed as 
they fried. It smelled good.
“It’s a shame... mmm! What’s that?” Jack sniffed my plate.
“An omelet.”
“Well yeah it’s an omelet! But what’s inside!” Jack got all 
excited.
“Pork.”
Jack smiled, “Pork!  It looks like tuna!” 
“Pork.” 
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“So Jasper, tonight is the big one! ”  Mom smiled, “Will you 
stay up?”
“The big one? ”
“Yeah!”
I formed a bite on my fork, a little egg, a little toast, a 
little pork.
“Come on! It’s New Years Eve! ”
“Oh!” I cheered up, everyone likes New Years Eve.

“Hey Dad?”
He put down his fork.
“I’d like to leave the resort for the day.”
“Where to?” He pinched his brow.
“Anywhere.”
Mom answered, “Jasper, you can’t go alone... it isn’t safe,” 
she frowned, “But the guide on the shuttle bus told us 
about some of the tours, they sound like a lot of fun!”
“Like the snorkeling?”
Everyone laughed.
“God I hope not!” Mom smiled, “We’ll look at the sched-
ule after breakfast.”
“Okay.”  I didn’t want to go on a tour.
“Well Jasper, beggars can’t be choosers... you can’t just walk 
around in Cuba all by yourself—it’s dangerous!”
Uncle Jack grinned, “Curiosity killed the cat.”
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“How’s this?” Mom pointed to a picture of a bus, written 
in the sky above the bus it said: Adventure of a Lifetime!
“I don’t know...”
“What about this one?” Her finger landed on a photo-
graph of a bat hanging right side up, they’d flipped the 
photo upside-down. 
“Hmm...”
“Look—it’s the bat caves! ”  She pointed to the headline: 
Bat Caves. “Wasn’t Bapsha saying they are interesting?”
We were standing at a big gray desk looking through a 
binder of laminated pages. Each page describing a differ-
ent adventure: tandem parachuting, sailboat rides, tours 
of cigar factories, tennis lessons... a bunch of stuff like 
that. 
“Should we do the bat caves?”
“Mmm?” I’d been thinking about something else.
“The bat caves.”
“Bat caves?”
“Oh come on, look! There’s one leaving in an hour,” she 
closed the binder, 
“Dad loves caves.”

We walked together to the tour desk. A high desk with a 
tired old man sitting behind it.
“Could we sign up for a tour?” Mom smiled.
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“Hmff, umf,” the man cleared his tubes. He raised a hand, 
saggy and brown, he extended his index finger. Long yel-
low nails. He brought the finger to his nose and scratched 
himself under the nostrils. 
“Could we sign up for a tour?” Mom smiled.
The man eyed us blankly, his head pointed down. The 
corners of his mouth disappearing into little pockets. The 
jaw moved to the left so that the mouth was crooked, it 
went all the way to the right where it was crooked once 
again. He glanced very slowly from side to side and 
sniffed. His whole head like something from a mini-golf 
course. Who knows how long he’d been at that job, you 
could tell he’d been at that job for a while.
“Hmmmff? ”
“Could we sign up for a tour?” Mom smiled.
“Bat... cave? ”  He spoke.
“Oh—how’d you know!”
“Umf,” he groaned, “Time? ”
“Ten!” Mom flashed him all ten of her fingers so that he 
could count them—but he didn’t count them, he knew.
“Many? ” 
“Well... let me think,” Mom thought, “think Lucien’ll want 
to come?”
“I don’t think so.”
“Of course not,” she bent her lips around her teeth, “how 
long’s he going to keep this up! Well there’s Dad, me, 
you,” I was her middle finger “Jack and Anne. Five.”
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The man behind the desk had his head down again.
Mom raised her voice, “Five!” 
“Hmggf...” he wrote it, “Room? ” He’d finished with raising 
his head now.
“Four-oh-five.”
“?”
“Four hundred and five.”
“?”
“Four... zero... five.” 
He did his job.
“Com’nine—mff ’ thre’es,”  he closed his eyes, “ugg...”
“Sorry?”
“Nine-thirty,” I said. 
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Uncle Jack had a pamphlet. I went over and sat down be-
side him across from the tour desk, nine twenty maybe. 
“Where’s Anne?” I asked.
“She’ll stay behind with little Kye,” he put down the pam-
phlet, “sooo Jasper... you excited for the bat caves?”
“I love bats.” 
“Well you know... it’ll be good to see the countryside.”

He was right.

“What time is it?”
“Almost nine thirty,” I guessed.
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“We leave half past?”
“Yeah.”
“I was just reading about the caves in this pamphlet,” 
Jack handed it over, that right-side-up bat again.

“Hey guys!” Mom and Dad came up behind us, “How are 
you guys? Ready for the caves? Jack I see you’re prepared, 
boots and all!”
“Ooh yah—I got the boots alright!”

We sat there on the couch drinking coffee, I’d got a latte 
because I felt like the foam. A man and a woman and 
some kids walked passed us and a few minutes later two 
big dudes and a blonde girl walked passed us. I watched 
a bunch of grannies come by. Next came a guy in a kha-
ki suit and a skinny old woman with two little girls on 
her arms and two women I think were sisters. The area 
around the tour desk didn’t need any more company yet 
more company came. Men, women, children, babies, suits, 
shorts, skirts, mustaches, blondes...
“Wow!” Mom surveyed the crowd.
“Good mornink... ggga...” the man from the tour desk 
lumbered out into the middle of us, “bat? ”
“Yeah!”
“Yep.”
“That’s us!”
“Uh huh.”
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“Tee-hee-hee.”
“Alright.”
“Here! ”
“Here-here!”
“Yeah!”
“Yes.”
“Bat!”
“Yee-haw! ”
The old man raised his head a little and moved his big 
yellow eyes from face to face, “I Duke, mfgg... kha.”
“Hello Duke!”
“Hey Duke!”
“Yo Duke.”
“Mornin’ Duke!”
“We’re the Templetons!”
“Hi Duke!”
“Tee—hee—hee.”
“We Chan.”
“Hello Duke!”
“Good morning!”
Duke slumped over, “Bus...” he said. 
The bus came rolling through the gate as he spoke, a 
long white bus. Bigger than a Greyhound. We marched 
single file up the long corridor past all those fish and 
statues. The bus pulled to a stop.
“Psss—chhh,” 
The brakes sounded.
“Well!” Mom said, “You wouldn’t expect such nice busses 
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in Cuba!”
We were right at the back of the line somehow. 
“Number? ”  Duke asked.
“Four-zero-five.”
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We got aboard. The thing must’ve stopped at a few re-
sorts before ours because we had to split up to get seats. 
My neighbor was an old white guy who spent most of the 
ride reading a document from a leather folder. The bus 
curtains were all drawn against the heat so I can’t say I 
got much of a view. 

We drove. 

The bus made a brief halt at a sort of crosswalk. I noticed 
a family of Cubans crossing the road with their burlap 
sacks, all their clothes bright colors. An old man, an old 
woman, and three young men plus two young women. 
All of them wearing crude sandals. Everyone took photos 
of them as they crossed in front of us. 
One of the young women looked into the windshield. 
Tight brown skin stretched over high cheek bones. Big 
black eyes showing. Wide red lips showing. She wore a 
bright blue wool smock which mostly obscured her body. 
“What a shame...”  mumbled my neighbor. 
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It only took about ten minutes to reach the caves. 
 
We got out.

A big cement lot full of busses no different than ours and 
people no different than ourselves. I found some shade 
under a huge billboard: Bat Caves. 
A picture of a bat and a smiling family. 
At the end of the parking lot was the exit and at the other 
end was the entrance to the caves. All along the edge of 
the lot were dozens of stalls selling hats and shirts, all of 
them embroidered with bats. They had bats carved out 
of foam, bats plastic molded, rubber bats on strings, bats 
like nuts. We got straight to it. 
“Jasper! ”  Mom found me, “Did you see these? ”
She handed me a rubber Batman bust.
“Did you find anything?”
Every stall had the same stuff.
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“We.”        Hands on my shoulders.
 
“We.”

      A sack of potatoes, I turned around.
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“We.”       His eyeballs flopped from their sockets—who 
            knows how long he’d been doing this for.

“We.”       Duke stood there looking at me.
 
“We.”
“Bat.”      Duke pointed towards the cave.
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I found Mom and Dad and Uncle Jack in the line-up, they 
were about half way along. The entrance to the cave was 
really small, just enough room for a single file line going 
in and a single file line going out. 
Mom took out her camera, “Do you want to take some 
pictures?”
“I don’t think so.”
She snapped a few. The line crept along. They kept com-
ing up to us with baskets full of bat related stuff. The sun 
went behind a cloud, the wind picked up. We’d made it to 
the front of the line.
“Family?” It was a black woman in a dark green military 
uniform and a little cop style hat. A big sheet of plastic 
with a hole in it separated us from her, “Family you? ” 
She spoke through the hole.
“Yep!” Uncle Jack replied through the hole.
“We family you price... twenty peso.”
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The cave floor had been leveled. Along the edge hung 
velvet ropes supported by theatre posts. The cave ceiling 
was smooth and dry, every couple feet hung a lamp on 
a cord. We rubbed shoulders with the exiting crowd, we 
were nervous. 
Who knows how many people’d come and gone through 
those caves. At any given moment a hundred of us must 
have been in there. We’d only gotten a little ways in-
side before the cameras started going off. The voices of 
strangers:
  “Wow, look at this!”
  “Unbelievable! ”
  “Oh my God...”
  “It’s dark!”
  “Holy shit! ”
  “Look at that... at... at... t... t...”
  “Click.”
  “My goodness... ness... ess... s... s...”
We rubbernecked.
Fingers pointing everywhere. Most of the cave was gray 
but when we’d got a little deeper some of the cave was 
black. The cave ceiling rose and hanging there were rock 
icicles, sometimes there’d be an upside down icicle on the 
ground below. The deeper we got the darker and colder it 
got. Everyone speaking in whispers now. The odd camera 
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flash going off. The tunnel opened into a big cavern, the 
two lines split off from one another. The ropes guided us 
around the outer wall in the shape of a light bulb, it had 
to be that way because in the center was a pool of water 
and a bunch of slippery boulders and things.
  “Can you believe it... it... it... t...”
  “Wow... ow... w...” 
  “Click... ck... k...”
Every couple seconds a camera flash lit the cave.
I kept moving, part of the line and all. I kept an eye out 
for bats.
  “Look!”
  “Ewww...”
Everyone pointed. Hanging from the ceiling was a small 
black body.
  “A bat!”
  “It’s a bat! ”
  “Jesus! ”
  “Look!”
  “Shhh...”
  “A bat!”
Everyone pointed. 
The cameras really started going off. Some people in line 
in front of us stopped to get a better look, but the people 
in line behind me knew about the bat now and kept on 
coming. I got squished between Uncle Jack and some big 
pink guy in a tank-top.
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  “Keep moving please!... ease!... ase! ...s! ” 
The voice seemed to come from the bat.
We got moving again, I walked under the bat and got a 
good five peso look at it. It only took a minute to circum-
navigate the cavern, the lines rejoined. 
“How was it!” Some guy yelled from the entering line.
“Ooh-ho-ho...”  the pink guy in front of me grinned. 

We emerged.
The line going in was a nervous line. The line coming 
out was a proud line, proud the way people are when they 
get off rollercoasters. 
“What’d you think?” Dad asked.
“Hmm.”
“Did you see the stalactites? The icicles?”

We searched for the bus amongst all the busses, they were 
all the same but for signs on the windshields which read 
the names of the resorts they’d come from. It got dark.
 
“Sooo, Jasper,” Jack came up, “what’d you think of the 
bat?” He smirked.
“Well...” 
We walked and Jack got into it, “We were thinking, all the 
talking and the cameras, you’d have thought the bat would’ve 
flown off,” he grinned.
“Maybe it didn’t have anywhere to go,” Dad jested.
Mom cracked up, “Maybe it was dead! ” 
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I thought about it. You can’t have a bat cave without bats, 
and you can’t have bats with so many people around. 
Without bats they’d go out of business.

“Maybe it was a rubber bat.”
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“Five...! ”

  “Four...! ”

    “Three...! ”

      “Two...! ”

        “One.....”
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“Happy New Year! ”
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A heap of confetti paper landed on me as fireworks ex-
ploded on the stage. There were hundreds of us in front 
of the stage, I’d lost track of Mom and Dad and everyone 
a good hour before the count down. 
I huddled myself under a bush in the corner and drank 
rum. You’ve never seen so many happy people, happy to 
see a year end. 
I drank under my bush and watched the dancing. Hun-
dreds of people dancing. Old people and young people 
and people in between old and young dancing. They’d 
pushed the tables and chairs aside—dancing to the mu-
sic, that same music they’d been playing straight for the 
whole two weeks. I crawled lower into my bush and fin-
ished the rum with the leaves. 

“Come on! ”  It was Stacey Coachman, she found me in my 
bush.  
Her old familiar face poking through the branches. She 
handed me a cup of champagne so I crawled out from 
my bush and stood up and drank the champagne with 
her. Weird little feet lost in huge black leather stilettos, 
flabby calves attached to a set of floppy thighs, the tiniest 
red tube-top with a plume of volcanic ash erupting from 
the top and a bag of carrots. 
She grabbed my face and brought it to hers. I got her lips 
on my eyelid. 
We danced. I used the moves I knew and some I didn’t.
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“Jasper! You’re quite the little dancer! ”
I remembered her from summer camp, this one time 
when we were all asleep and she went between the bunks 
tucking us in - I had kept my eyes shut.
“Yeah! ”  Everyone yelled and danced and brought in the 
New Year.
“Yeah! ” 
“Yeah! ”  
“Yeah! ”  I didn’t care about the music any more, everyone 
yelled and danced and so did we. We danced on and on 
until who knows when and the champagne always found 
us. 
“Well! ”  We danced, “Mmm! ”
I stayed with Stacey, or Stacey stayed with me. I drank 
every champagne I could get.
“Should we? ”  She whispered in my ear as we danced, 
“Well?”  Her lips weren’t so far off from mine. 
I spilt champagne on my shirt and looked left, everyone 
was dancing. I looked ahead and saw more dancing up on 
the stage. When I looked right I saw a bunch of people 
dancing like crazy.
“Well? ”  She whispered.
I got drunk and really started to dance. I got my arms 
going and my feet followed. The room had reached full 
capacity. They turned it up. 
Put Your Hands up for Detroit.
“Well? ”  She grabbed my wrist, her long fingernails jump-
ing the Grand Canyon.
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“Well? ”  Her eyes flashed. 
“Well? ”  She whispered, her caked lips came around and 
pressed into mine. I pulled back and stopped dancing. 
Her big face floating in front of mine with one eye closed. 
When her hand tightened around my elbow I thought 
about it,  maybe this was a good time to get it over with.

We left the dance floor and went to her room.
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“We can drink this! ”  Her low wooden voice snapped pines, 
she showed me her teeth and popped the champagne.
She handed me a cup and turned on the television to the 
music channel, 
“You’re funny!” 
Classic rock.
“Sit! ”
Black Dog.
I sat down on the bed, her room was identical to mine, 
the same metal parrot and everything—screwed above 
the bed. 
“Tell me something funny! ”
I thought about it.
“Oh come-come Jas! ”  She flipped her yellow mushroom, 
“You know I’ve a second cousin named Jas... well we call 
him Jas, short for Jason—I’ve never heard anyone call 
him anything else! He’s just old Jas... works for the gov-
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ernment now! Down in Medicine Hat,  Jas. Isn’t that fun-
ny?” 
She took a big gulp and so did I. 
We drank the champagne.
“Yeah... I’m originally from Carstairs you know, grew up 
there... in the north end by the old church. It was a beauti-
ful neighborhood... big trees, a big pond... and a dog walking 
park! Wise-Wood Park, that’s where we’d take little Chain-
saw for walks, Chainsaw was my bulldog.”
Her plump white cheeks went plum red.
“More for you? I think I’ll have a little splash of cham-
pagne!”
She got up and when she did I watched her big butt 
bounce around like bowling balls on a trampoline. A tat-
too of a some thorns visible on her shoulder. Her room 
was almost as trashed as mine, dirty clothes and empty 
bottles everywhere.
“Here we go, Jas! ”  She topped up my cup, “God, you know... 
I called up room service and told them I wanted two bot-
tles, right, and they only gave me one! ” She weighed the 
bottle and bit her lip, “So I said! So I said! Hey, you know 
how much I paid to come here? I said that right into the phone, 
they refused, they said I could have another bottle tomor-
row... tomorrow!  I said, tomorrow! New Years Eve is tonight! 
Then I hung up on them.” 

I swallowed the champagne and the room split in two, 
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two of everything, two televisions, two air conditioners, 
two parrots, two Staceys. It was hard to tell which Stacey 
was the real one, they acted so similarly. I figured the real 
one was somewhere in between. 

“So Jas,” she pursed her lips, “do you have a girlfriend?” 
The tongue came out. 
“A guy like you must have a girlfriend.”
I shook my head and thought about her kid Jeb. 
She crossed the room to the light switch and dimmed it 
way down.
“They sure do put beautiful televisions in the rooms! ”  She said.
I got a final drop out of my cup. Her top came off first, 
she pulled it over her head even though there were but-
tons on it. She stared at me as her weird old boobs flopped 
around in a dark blue lace bra. She spun the skirt around 
and unzipped the zipper, the skirt dropped to her ankles 
and she stepped out of it. 
A new song started on the television, Like a G6.
The panties matched the bra, her belly flopped over the 
top of them like a sack of flour. She began dancing slow-
ly towards me with her lips duckbilled. The bra came 
off and let loose two enormous drooping sacks of skin 
topped with wide pink nipples. Next went the panties, her 
crotch was obscured by a mess of bright red hair which 
was in part obscured by the flour. 
There wasn’t much room between us now, she raised one 
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shoulder while lowering the other, she kept doing that 
over and over in time to the music.  
She arrived.
Her naked body pressing against my knees. She bent 
down and pushed me onto my back and as I fell so did 
she.
It ended up with her straddling my lower waist—those 
boobs of hers slamming against my face as her fingers 
crawled down my shirt undoing the buttons,
“Pp..”
“Pp..”
“Pp..”  
Her wet crotch dragged up and down against my pants 
as her tongue went into my mouth—her teeth chewing 
my lips, “Oh fuck, oh fuck,”  she whimpered. She pulled my 
shirt open and went for the zipper on my pants, I felt her 
fingernails cut into my stomach below my belly button.
“Hhh...” she exhaled, her tongue came out again and 
licked the side of my face. Her hair got in my mouth and 
I couldn’t get it out because she had my arms pinned 
down above my head with her free hand—I couldn’t see, 
her hair formed a skirt around my eyes. I felt my pants 
slip down to my knees and I felt her wet crotch scooting 
around down there...

her hand grabbed me and stuck it in,

“Ooohh...” she moaned, her back straightened, the corners 
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of her mouth curled, “Oh fuck oh fuck oh fuck,” 
“Oh shit oh shit,” she sat up straight and started bouncing 
around, always yelling some thing or other, “Fuck me fuck 
me,”
I lay there,
her boobs were about to go flying off,
“Uggghhh...” she started shaking—her big body fell from 
mine and hit to the bed like a spruce,
“Oh... fuck...” she rolled around on the bed, “Oh... god...” she 
kept rolling for a while—I pulled up my pants and did 
the buttons up on my shirt,

“Ugghhh...”  she grabbed her crotch.
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“That was fun!” Mom said, she ate a piece of sausage, I 
popped my yolks with a fork and mopped up the yellow 
with a piece of bread, “What a New Years! ”  Mom said.
We’d all gathered in the buffet for breakfast.
“To a New Year!” Pop raised his juice.
“A New Year,”  we all cheersed.
My lower body was still gyrating, like I’d just got off a 
boat. 
“This is delicious huh!” Aunt Anne slurped down a spoon-
ful of chicken noodle soup, I had a bowl of it too. 
“It’s good,” it was good, “Slurp.”
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Mom got excited, “I hope you’ve all made your New 
Years resolutions!” She looked over at Lucien but Lucien 
wasn’t there. 
“Jasper, we lost track of you last night, didn’t we?” Bapsha 
eyed me with her new blood eye, “I’m sure you found 
some people your own age?”
I nodded, a bright red cloud of blood around her left pu-
pil.
Mom frowned, “Have you seen Lucien at all?” 
“There he is,”  Lucien was standing at the cold cuts.
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Jack and Anne and Kye had their end of the table blocked 
off with piles of plates piled with scrambled eggs and 
scalloped potato, ketchup everywhere.  
“Mommy? Um... is, Mommy?”
“Yes Kye?” Anne smiled.
“Um, Mommy? Is we, can... mff—is—we, can I have? ”
“Sorry?”
“Um, have! We? Me! Can I have? ”  Kye waved his little arm 
around.
“What do you want Kye?” Anne frowned.

Kye began to cry.
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